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If you pre-purchased a boxed lunch, they will be 
available for pickup in the Conference Center Lobby 
during the scheduled lunch break on Saturday 
and Sunday.

Hungry?

Looking for more options? See what’s in the area:

https://goo.gl/LpWTuV 
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Note from the Board
Welcome, and thank you for attending KinkyCon Wicked Weekend 
2022!

KinkyCon is a grassroots, locally-focused event. Most of our presenters are 
from our own kinky community. Many of our vendors are folks you know, 
and they offer their wares at fair prices with exceptional quality, and local 
service. Our volunteers are from the local community, and give their time to 
make the Con run as smoothly as possible. They are the reason for the warm, 
welcoming feel throughout the weekend.

The main focus of our Con is education. Every year, we strive to provide a 
schedule of varied topics, skill levels, and presenters. We enjoy giving new, local 
presenters the opportunity to get their feet wet; they have to start somewhere! 
Our goal is always to diversify both our list of presenters as well as our class 
list. Our schedule is packed full of amazing classes, special interest groups 
(SIGs), and informal lounges. We hope you will attend as much as you can.

We are here to make sure you have a great experience at KinkyCon. If you 
have any questions, concerns, or problems, please talk to one of the KinkyCon 
staff or board members right away. We will do everything we can to help on-
the-spot.

Have fun, play safe, and open yourself up to new ideas. That is the essence of 
a great KinkyCon experience.

KinkyCon Board
Dejantu
Domino

PinkBikerGirl

Any class changes or important notifications will be posted 
in the Hotel Lobby near the Registration Desk and on our 
Discord server, located here: https://bit.ly/kinkycon

Lost and found is located in the Volunteer Lounge (Board 
Room) in the Hotel.

eirocawakening was our super volunteer. Her sole purpose 
in attending KinkyCon was to do help however she could. 
Whether that was working Registration, running to Dunks, or 
buying supplies; she was the first to volunteer for anything 
we needed. She was our smiley, giggly, bratty ball of glitter 
and we will miss her terribly. Rest in peace friend.
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General Event Rules
We potentially share the hotel with other guests, children, groups, 
and hotel staff, all of whom deserve our respect. Our commitment to 
the hotel is, in essence, to make sure that no one has a reason to feel 
uncomfortable with our presence. We strive to build a solid, trusting 
relationship with the hotel, and as long as we keep to ourselves, we 
hope they will be happy to provide a space for us. Accordingly, here are 
some things you need to agree to.
 
You must respect hotel guests and staff by:
• Wearing “Family  Friendly”  attire  in  all  hallways,  public,  and 

common areas of the hotel.
• Keeping kink conversation out of hearing range of hotel guests 

and staff.
• Not approaching other hotel guests to ask them if they are part of 

our event.
• Respecting others’ privacy. What is done/said/seen here, stays 

here.
• Not giving out detailed personal information about people in 

attendance.

You must:
• Wear your wristband and ID badge at all times when in the Con 

spaces, in both the hotel and conference center.
• Familiarize yourself with and follow the cellphone and photography 

policies.
• Familiarize yourself with, and follow the rules for each space.*
• Follow the instructions of KinkyCon security and staff.
 *Rules for each space will be posted inside, near the door.

“Family Friendly” is much more conservative than “Street Legal.”
 

Understand that there is no play or disruptive behavior of any kind 
allowed in the hallways, public, and common areas of the hotel. This 
includes:
• Wearing or displaying rope or fetish gear,* including hoods, masks, 

toys, or leashes.
• Any sort of BDSM play, impact play, spanking, groping, biting, 

leading on a leash, etc.
• Loud noise, or any behavior that might be disturbing or offensive 

to hotel guests or staff.
 *Special exception for collars. If you wear your collar to the 
 mall, feel free to wear it here!
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There is a strict NO PHOTOGRAPHY, NO RECORDING DEVICES, and 
limited cell phone usage policy. You must keep your phone silenced 
and step outside for calls.

There is no sexual activity allowed at the Con or the party.
• “Sexual activity” is defined here as: body parts or toys inside of 

other body parts, hand/oral to genital contact, or using toys like 
vibrators on genitals, either directly or indirectly.

 Exceptions: Kissing, and contact that is required by the nature
 of the class or presentation.

Alcohol and drugs are prohibited at the con and at the parties, 
and anyone appearing intoxicated or under the influence will be 
immediately ejected from the Con.

Failure to abide by these rules will result in being ejected from the 
Con with no refund.

Restrooms:
For gender-nonconforming individuals, just walking through the door 
of a public restroom can be stressful, and many have experienced 
harassment in restrooms. We ask everyone to respect the right of 
others to use the restroom of their choice. We appreciate your help in 
ensuring that all persons have a positive experience while attending 
our event. It is important that we work proactively to create safer 
spaces for ALL people whenever and wherever we can.
• If you prefer a GENDER SPECIFIC restroom, they are located in 

the hotel, on the lower level (in vending), and on the first floor near 
the lobby.

• If you prefer an ALL-GENDER restroom, they are located in the 
Conference Center, and on the first floor of the hotel, near the 
Woodside room.

Food policy:
• There is NO outside food allowed in the Conference Center.
• There are vending machines located in the hotel.
• You may bring food into the hotel classrooms, but please be 

respectful of those around you.
• To protect the privacy of all Con attendees, we respectfully request 

that any food deliveries be picked up in the lobby of the hotel.
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COVID Policy
The State of New Hampshire has no restrictions at this time but we 
feel it is still important to take precautions due to the nature of our 
event. To that end, KinkyCon is adopting a VAX > TEST > MASK 
program for this year’s event.

VAX- Proof of Vaccination is required – Original, Hard copy, or Digital 
(photo or APP). These will be checked at registration. You MUST 
present proof of Vaccination, and your ID, at the time of registration.

TEST- OTC (Over the Counter) Test is required to be taken on site.
Attendees must provide their own test kit. Testing will take place in 
the event tent outside of the Best Western. The KinkyCon Health and 
Safety Team will supervise testing in the event tent outside the hotel.  
Attendees with a negative test result will receive a hand stamp. At 
that time, you may head into the hotel lobby to complete registration. 
If you test positive you will not be admitted to KinkyCon and we will 
refund your full ticket cost.

While we are mandating testing only at registration, you may also want 
to consider self-testing every day of the con. If you test positive during 
the con please report immediately to any KinkyCon Staff member. 
At that time, we will ask that you leave the event and we will issue a 
refund. Please be honest with yourselves, other attendees, hotel, and 
conference center staff, by reporting any positive tests as soon as you 
have the results.

We will have members of our Health and Safety Team performing 
random temperature checks during the event, and if you have an 
elevated temperature they will perform further screening to determine 
if you need to take another OTC COVID test.

MASK- Masks are to be worn at all times in all public conference 
spaces and must be N95, KN95, OR KF94. Exceptions:

• Presenters and Assistants may remove them while actively 
teaching a class

• In the Dungeon when you are actively involved in a scene
• While eating

We understand that this is much higher bar than most spaces are 
requiring but our event is unique in that the same large group of 
people will be circulating in the same spaces for 3+ days. We feel 
that this policy will help make anyone who attends KinkyCon Wicked 
Weekend 2022 less likely to contract COVID at the event.

Last but not least. BE PATIENT!! By having these health and safety 
procedures in place, things are likely to move a bit slower this year. 
Registration will take longer; classroom entry and exit might be slower.
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Consent Policy
1. No touching people or personal property without permission.

2. Treat everyone as an equal, and only engage in verbal role-play 
if you have permission. For example, don’t call someone “Mistress,” 
“slave,” or any other role-play word unless you have asked if it’s okay.

3. Negotiate the scope of your scene prior to the activities. Before the 
scene begins, it must be clear that the bottom has given consent to 
the proposed acts.

4. Each participant is responsible to make sure everyone involved 
has the mental and emotional ability to give informed and voluntary 
consent during their negotiation for the scene.

5. Anyone can withdraw consent, make a nonverbal safesign or use 
the universal safeword “Red” at any time. Once consent is withdrawn, 
the activity must stop immediately. Partners need to share what 
safewords or safesigns are being used to prevent consent violations.

6. The top is legally responsible for stopping the activities at any 
suggestion that the bottom has withdrawn consent. The bottom is 
ethically responsible for being clear and unequivocal when withdrawing 
consent.

7. Depending on all participants’ state of mind, we recommend that 
you don’t renegotiate in the middle of your scene. When a person is in 
subspace or otherwise not in a clear state of mind, you may not have 
informed consent, even though they agree in the heat of the moment.

8. If your consent is violated, verbally tell a dungeon monitor or clearly 
marked delegate of the event immediately. Violation of the consent 
policy may result in expulsion from the event. No one is exempt from 
the rules.

9. Disclaimer: Every reasonable effort will be made to enforce this 
policy, but this organization makes no representations or guarantees 
about its ability to do so, and all participants/attendees retain full, 
sole responsibility for their safety and the safety of others with whom 
they interact.

© NCSF (national coalition for sexual freedom) - January, 2013
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Dress Code
In the Hotel – When in the public spaces of the hotel, “Family 
Friendly” is the minimum.  
 
Between the Hotel and the Conference Center – When moving 
between these two buildings, you must be family friendly. We 
suggest a long coat or cape be worn if you have any doubt about the 
appropriateness of your clothing.

• Please note: “Family Friendly” is much more conservative 
than “Street Legal.” This includes not wearing or displaying 
rope, fetish gear - including full-face hoods or masks, toys, or 
leashes, and extends to include any sort of BDSM play, impact 
play, spanking, groping, biting, leading on a leash etc.

 Special exception for collars! If you wear your collar to the mall,
 feel free to wear it here!
 
In the Conference Center – As there are no public areas in the 
Conference Center, the dress code is a bit more relaxed. “Street 
Legal” is the minimum. Genitals must remain covered, and pasties 
are required if topless.  All types of fetish wear are allowed, including 
masks, hoods, leashes, harnesses, etc. while within the Conference 
Center. Please take into consideration that space is limited. Full 
nudity is not allowed.  
• Please note: A dressing room is available in the Conference Center 

for you to change into your fetish wear. There is also a coat closet 
for you to store your bags. (The coat closet is not staffed and 
storage is at your own risk.)

In the Classrooms – For all classrooms:  “Street Legal” is required.  
Genitals must remain covered, and pasties are required if topless.  
All types of fetish wear are allowed including masks, hoods, leashes, 
harnesses, etc. while within the classrooms, as long as it doesn’t 
distract the class.  Please take into consideration that space is limited.
• Please note: For certain classes, demo bottoms may be fully nude 

at the discretion of the instructor, as long as the doors remain 
closed.

 
At the nighttime parties – All types of fetish wear are allowed including 
masks, hoods, leashes, harnesses, etc. while within the Conference 
Center! Bring it out and show it off!  Topless is fine. G-string minimum 
on bottom. Genitals and anus must be covered.
• Please note:  You must be Street Legal if you leave the Conference 

Center building for any reason.
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Basic Rules
1. Absolutely NO CELL PHONE USAGE, PHOTOGRAPHY or recording 

devices of any kind, in any of the dungeon rooms (Marquis, 
Camelot Court, and Crown Court).

2. ALL ACTIVITY MUST BE CONSENSUAL.
3. Event safe word is RED. Expect others to react if you use it. We 

strongly suggest a Green, Yellow, Red safe word progression for all 
scenes. If you do not know what this means, please ask a Dungeon 
Monitor.

4. No means No. Take no for an answer with dignity and good 
manners.

5. Respect the space and other guests: Do not walk through a scene, 
do not interrupt or talk to the players, maintain a safe distance, 
and please do not hog the equipment.

6. Dungeon spaces are for play and observation. Social spaces are 
for conversations.

7. Do not touch it if it is not yours.
8. Use the marked area in Marquis for any scenes involving sharps 

(staples, needles, knives), so long as there is no cutting or 
intentional blood.

9. Clean up after yourself. This includes water and equipment.
10. No alcohol or drugs are permitted. If you appear to be under the 

influence of either, we will ask you to leave with no refund.
11. G-string minimum at the party (keep genitals and anus covered). 

You must be Street Legal if you leave the Conference Center 
building for any reason.

12. Smoking is only permitted outside in designated areas.

Play Rules:
1. NO fire, scat, urine, blood, or clamps on genitalia. 
2. NO sexual activity at the parties. Sexual activity is defined here as: 

body parts or toys inside of other body parts, hand/oral to genital 
contact, or using toys like vibrators on genitals, either directly or 
indirectly.

3. Wipe down any equipment before, and most importantly after, 
your scene is finished. If you are not able to do this yourself, make 
arrangements for someone else to do it for you.

4. Short whips only (6 feet or less), and keep them subsonic whenever 
possible (no cracks). No intentional, repeated cracking.

5. If you see something you think is unsafe, bring it to the attention 
of a Dungeon Monitor. Do not interrupt the scene.

All decisions made by the Dungeon Monitors are final, and failure 
to abide by them will result in being ejected from the event with no 
refund.

Nighttime Party Rules
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Security, Health, & Safety
At KinkyCon, we take all of these very seriously, and we proactively 
seek out new ways to up our game in each area. We have taken steps 
to ensure that we have the following important resources available 
that will benefit our attendees, volunteers, and staff.

Security – The KinkyCon Staff and all of our volunteers are our first 
line of defense when it comes to security at the con. We have volunteers 
at every unlocked entrance to the hotel and conference center so that 
unwanted “guests” are not able to enter. As both a takeover and a 
private event, we are able to control access to the Con in a way that 
we never could in previous years.

Health – We have partnered with Operation Hammond to provide 
Medical Aid and Social Care. They will be on site all weekend providing 
medical services and social care. You can request their services 24 
hours a day. Or, you can visit them in person at one of the First Aid 
Stations, located in the Conference Center Lobby, or across from 
the Volunteer Lounge (Board Room) in the hotel. All services are 
100% discreet, private, and confidential.

If you have an emergency, you can get help, 24 hours a day, by visiting 
Operation Hammond, or by contacting any KinkyCon volunteer, staff, 
or board member.

Safety – Dungeon Monitors will be on hand at both nighttime parties. 
AdelineKindred and Amanda  are taking the lead on this very important 
aspect of KinkyCon, and will be on site all weekend to manage the DM 
crew.

Volunteers and staff are on duty during all the hours that KinkyCon is 
open. If you have any kind of problem, please bring it to our attention, 
and we will work to gather the best resources at our disposal to help 
resolve the problem.

Consent is a huge topic at every public event, and at KinkyCon, we 
take it very seriously. We operate on an ONLY YES MEANS YES basis. 
If you feel that your consent has been violated at any time during 
KinkyCon, please contact someone on the KinkyCon staff, or at 
Operation Hammond, for the quickest response. You can also contact 
any volunteer and they will radio one of us to respond to your location. 

If your consent is violated, verbally tell a dungeon monitor or clearly 
marked delegate of the event immediately. Violation of the consent 
policy may result in expulsion from the event. No one is exempt from 
the rules.
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We are excited this year to welcome back Sarah V. Revels, LCMHC 
present in the role of Incident Response Team Supervisor. The team 
will be available, working in shifts of two professionals, on call via 
walkie talkie throughout the three-day event. Sarah will also be on 
call all weekend as needed.

Sarah is a licensed Clinical Mental Health Counselor and State-
Approved Clinical Supervisor. She is an Adjunct Professor at Plymouth 
State University in their Graduate Counselor Education program and 
on-call to consult with the NH Board of Mental Health Practice.She 
currently offers services in her Portsmouth, NH office and online. She 
practices as a Gender Sexuality and Relationship diversity, Kink/Poly/
BDSM-informed clinician. Some of her clinical treatment interests 
include Identity and Diversity work, Eating Disorders and Obsessive 
Compulsive Disorder.

Services rendered within IRT capacity do not constitute medical care, 
or an ongoing agreement to provide and/or receive treatment. The 
scope of services available during the Con are a form of psychological 
first aid, triage, and assessment for referral to another level of care. 
We are also happy to meet you and the team will be hosting a safe 
space in the Con Center!

For more information on these professional services, please contact:
Email: Sarah@SarahRevelsCounseling.com
www.SarahRevelsCounseling.com

Incident Response Team

These resources are available to you during the entirety of the 
weekend. If you need assistance at any point, approach any staff 
member or volunteer. They all carry radios and will get you help 
immediately.

If you need assistance early in the morning or late at night, dial 
978-494-6054. You will be directed to the appropriate party.

Adeline:
AdelineKindred (Fet or Discord)

Amanda:
TyrannocervixRex (Fet or Discord)

Sarah Revels
Kinky_Counselor (Fet)

CONTACT US!
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Friday Night Erotic Art Show

About our Artists...
Gentleman-Strong
I have been involved in the community for 5 Years now. I am a 
Photographer, BDSM Top and on occasion will bottom for the right 
person. I also do Kink Photography when requested. I love photography 
as it allows me to setup real life scenes and get a photograph; a memory 
if you will, that can be cherished. To date, I have only used models for 
my art but would love to get some images of real world kinksters to 
photograph. I attend munches regularly at least one a month.  I have 
gone to many events and volunteered at a lot of them, from setup, to 
dungeon monitoring, to tear down.

LilyLew
I’m a visual artist exploring intimate experiences of power exchange, 
sexual expression and the artist’s self-awareness. I work mostly in oils 
utilizing the cell-selfie/self-portrait, objectification and voyeurism; my 
work ventures into kink and often depicts scenes with my partner. The 
relationship of artist/creator, model and viewer fuel the collaborative 
and erotic dynamic. Information and more examples of my work can 
be found at: www.joyinshadow.com. 

Lite Road Images
I’ve been a photographer and artist for most of my life and while I 
discovered my style 30 years ago, I still explore new directions with 
my beautiful muse and partner Erato, and occasionally other models. 
I prefer a minimalist approach to lighting and composition and 
especially like to combine brutality with beauty and elements of D/s 
dynamics. I hope you enjoy my images as much as I do creating them.

matsuno_ni
I am a Boston-based illustrator inspired by surreal and historical 
elements. Being raised in a conservative environment sprouted the 
desire to push boundaries and have the freedom of expression. This 

We have so many talented artists in our community who rarely get to 
display their erotic work in a gallery atmosphere. At the KinkyCon Art 
Show, they have the opportunity to show off their talents. Be sure to 
stop by and see the amazing works that your fellow kinksters have on 
display, and maybe even for sale!  Join us in Granite, on the second 
floor of the hotel (upstairs from the main lobby), from 7:00-9:00pm on 
Friday night, for KinkyCon’s Erotic Art Show.

Friday 7:00-9:00pm in Granite
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resulted in blending concepts revolving around nostalgia and emotion, 
while displaying personal insecurities through my work. These 
illustrations are ways to remember; to forgive the past and look for joy 
even in the crudest of moments. My work is an emotional response; 
something that seems familiar yet contemporary- therefore describing 
how our lives are filled with many surprises that we may otherwise 
look past.

redknots
Red (he/him) works in a variety of media, including digital painting 
and drawing, sculpture, costuming, and miniatures. The art he’s 
exhibiting at KinkyCon incorporates his passion for rope bondage. 
Red resides in Somerville, Massachusetts.

SallyandherToy
About 5 yrs ago, toy met Sally. Matched with similar interests and 
open minds, they explore what they both love: Bondage! Playing often, 
Sally has plenty of opportunities to take pictures. She’s always had an 
interest in photography and toy couldn’t be a better subject! Taking 
great pride with every detail, she captures intimate moments and 
shares them. Whether it be a black and white or color photo, a picture 
is definitely worth a thousand words! ;)

Check them out on fetlife - SallyandHertoy or their latest endeavor 
www.Sally’sToyBox.com, ‘The source to satisfy those devious thoughts!’

soumise
Soumise is a long time lover of all things textile.  If it can be spun, 
woven, knotted, knitted or sewn, it probably has a place in her 
collection.  Her Master is known to say that she curates a private 
textile museum.  She loves to mix mediums and combine the practical 
and fanciful into her pieces.
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The Annual KinkyCon Aftercare Munch!
Hosted by Master Zero and Annabelle
Sunday 6:00pm–9:00pm at the Backyard Brewery

KinkyCon invites you to socialize and decompress a bit, as your epic 
weekend in exploration of BDSM, polyamory, gender identity, and 
alternative sexuality winds down. 

The KinkyCon Aftercare Munch is open exclusively to KinkyCon 
attendees: please keep your wristband intact for admittance.

Please continue to reflect the agreements you’ve made for the Con.
There will be a couple surprises, and lots of good vibes.

Hugging, storytelling, and positive energy exchange is encouraged, yet 
not mandatory.

Eat, drink, and be merry; for tomorrow we die. (Well, we may not die, 
but Con Drop is a real thing!) Let’s strengthen our support system, 
before we go back to vanilla life!

This year the Aftercare Munch will run simultaneously with the late 
Sunday events at KinkyCon, so feel free to pop in and out as your 
schedule allows.

The KinkyCon Aftercare Munch

Please RSVP, and keep your RSVP up-to-date, as 
this will allow the hosts to plan efficiently:
https://fetlife.com/events/1166209.

Note that this event is outside of the con spaces, and 
as such, the dress code is family friendly.
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Andrew (he/him) - For the past ten years, Andrew has learned a few 
cool things while exploring his inner sadist, and is excited to be able to 
share these with everyone. Some of Andrew’s passions include rough 
body play, rope bondage, impact, electroplay, predicament bondage 
and some good old hair pulling.

Carmen Monoxide (she/her) - A former teacher with a lifelong passion 
for the bizarre and filthy, Carmen Monoxide also works as an event 
producer and kinky sex educator. She sometimes performs on stage 
and on camera, and is passionate about helping people have fulfilling, 
sexy experiences. Dionysus has assisted Carmen in educational 
endeavors since 2019, and recently began co-authoring classes and 
performing. His other interests include gaming, travel, and hedonistic 
adventures.

Cecilia T. Winters (CTW) (she/her) - Cecilia T. Winters is your typical 
queer Millennial. Born at the start of the internet age, she has always 
benefited from information at her fingertips. She identifies as bisexual 
and ethically non-monogamous. She enjoys giving first suspensions; 
suspending willing victims for sadistic scenes; and suspending herself 
with rope and chain. Her non-kink interests include reading, making 
lists, watching early 2000s crime dramas, and learning about ancient 
human cultures.

Domino Domino (He/Him) - See page 62(He/Him) - See page 62

DrPhenix (She/Her) - DrPhenix, reborn out of the ashes of hell with 
tears that have the power to heal. They say to talk about not only 
what you know, but what you are passionate about. She is passionate 
about this community and doing what she can to educate and 
support those that feel comfortable or want to explore the s-side of 
the slash. She enjoys talking to and educating others in areas she is 
passionate about, including bottoming as a masochist, submission, 
and bootblacking.

Fischer Garrett (he/him) - Fischer Garrett (‘Mister’) is a bisexual, 
polyamorous top. His time spent in the lifestyle has led him through 
a journey of self discovery, from once being monogamous to being 
a relationship anarchist; from wanting nothing to do with bondage 
to developing a way to practice bondage in a relatively unperformed 
and under-documented fashion. He has volunteered for larger kink 
events as a member of a consent incident response team, a dungeon/
playspace monitor, and as a presenter.

Presenter Bios
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Griffin207 (He/Him) - Griffin207 is a rope switch who’s been active 
in the Maine scene since 2015. Rope is one of his many passions, 
especially dynamic suspensions and sensual/sadistic floorwork. He 
attends most of the rope events in Maine and helps run Black Knot 
Rope Group with his partners. He also attends national conventions 
and intensives to further his skills. He has been presenting since 
2016, and he enjoys sharing his knowledge and the art of rope with 
everyone from newbies to seasoned kinksters.

Just Kate (she/her) - The darker side of sensuality has always 
fascinated and titillated Kate. From dark fantasies of abduction and 
enslavement at Jabba’s slimy hands, she has longed for the darker 
spaces deep within each of us. After discovering the Lifestyle, with 
a profound sense of being in the right place, she discovered a deep 
need to serve and share knowledge with those seeking it. Kate can be 
found on Fetlife as ‘just_kate.’ Kate’s interests mostly lie in the areas 
of service, submission, and sensual play.

KnotFrayed (He/Him) - KnotFrayed has over a half-century of kink 
and rope experience starting in the 60’s and 70’s before public kink 
was even a thing. Seeing a lack of opportunity for rope aficionados 
locally, he started Salem Rope nights, which was a popular gathering 
spot for rope beginners and experienced rope people for many years. 
He has taught basic rope theory and bondage classes in private and 
small-group settings, learning a bit about suspension, shibari, and 
kinbaku along the way.

Koalafied_ (They/Them) - Koalafied_ has 8 years of rope experience. 
Learning involved a lot of trial and error due to the lack of representation 
in rope at the time. In 2017 they created Black Knot Rope Group to 
provide more inclusive and body positive rope education. They are 
proud that their hard work has led to the opportunity of working 
with shibaristudy.com in filming educational tutorials focused on 
tying bigger bodies in the effort to make this knowledge even more 
accessible.

Lady Nim (She/Her) - A little about LadyNim. Her passion is for whips 
and she has been in the lifestyle about 20 years. In those years, she has 
been mentored and has mentored others. She finds it very rewarding 
to pay it forward and loves offering educational opportunities for all 
skills and concepts. “Knowledge is power.”

Lady V (she/her) - Lady V is a Philly-area native with a black belt in 
taekwondo and years of experience training in aikido and MMA. She 
is passionate about educating others, whether she’s teaching people 
how to defend themselves or training them to ride motorcycles. You 
can find her on stage as a host for various burlesque shows, where 
she entertains as Lady Vroom Vroom. Given her background in high-
risk activities, she can take a beating - just as long as you ask first.
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Lord Ramirez (He/Him) - Lord Ramirez has been in the kink and fetish 
scene for over 30 years. He has taught at numerous events across 
the United States. He is passionate about sharing his knowledge and 
prefers to teach in an active participatory manner rather than a sit-
down lecture format. For him, participation is crucial and is what gets 
you learning in a fun, creative environment. 

March (she/her) - March is a curious student of rope as a medium 
for power, vulnerability, pain, and release. In her teachings, March 
strives to facilitate personal growth and relational resilience through 
consent and communication. After a hard and fast fall into the rabbit 
hole in 2015, she identifies as an ever-evolving rope enthusiast and 
can often be seen teaching and performing nationally, as well as 
organizing community events locally.

Master Jim and dee (He/Him, She/Her) - Master Jim and dee are a 
monogamous M/s couple who married out of college and have been 
exploring their kink ever since. Over the course of their 30+ year 
journey, they intentionally entered the lifestyle in 2010. Currently, 
they are active members of MAsT Mass where Master Jim serves 
as Director. Dee is the Managing Editor of the Rogue Gazette, the 
Newsletter from the CJLC Boston Annex. In their spare time, Master 
Jim plays Pinball and makes espressos, as dee, reads and sips tea.

Mistress Sky (she/her) - Mistress Sky is a lifestyle domme and New 
England presenter. In her professional life, she is a relationship coach 
and an alternative lifestyle counselor. She is the author of many 
articles and essays on dominance/submission, plus the book, Unequal 
Partnership: a dating guide for loving non-egalitarian relationships. 
Contact her about her female empowerment organization, Elevate 
Women Collaborative, about her trainings, and about her Elevate 
Women podcast at elevatingwomen.org.

MzBugz (She/Her) - MzBugz, a femme identifying member of the 
greater Boston-area community since 2013 using she/her pronouns. 
She passionately disseminates her knowledge on a range of kinky 
topics and play styles from sensual to sadistic with consideration to 
risk profiles. She enjoys exploring scene-specific negotiations within 
varying relationships and dynamics. With a love for high heels, intense 
impact scenes, and making meaningful connections, she is a queer, 
top-leaning, sadomasochistic, dominant caregiver. 

neysa (She/her) - Neysa has over 20 years of experience in the 
kink community. Currently, she is the Communications Director of 
NLA-Dallas, VP of DFW Pony Play, a member of the Team Dungeon 
Leadership, Secretary of House Cyclone, and an all-around crafting & 
shenanigans kind of gal. Neysa calls on her experiences to highlight 
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the trust, respect, and joy necessary to walk her path of the leather 
pony. She is a Cart and Draft pony, delighted to teach how easy the 
first step onto the path of pony-hood can be.

RopeRider (He/Him) - RopeRider is a compulsive social engineer. 
Inspired and driven by erotic curiosity, he began his journey with 
rope bondage as a fetish photographer, but quickly discovered that 
rope can be used to create intimacy, amplify connection, and make a 
tasty space for sensual surrender. 

ropespaced (They/Them) - They’ve been doing rope since 9/2014, 
first as a self-tyer and bottom, and later as a self-suspender and 
rigger. They have been doing demos since 2016, teaching since 2017, 
and started co-running Black Knot Rope Group in 2018. They’re 
most passionate about providing education in body positivity & 
inclusiveness, bottoming, beginner & intermediate level rope, and 
health & safety. Their career in healthcare has been very helpful in 
informing their classes.

Sara withoutanH (she/her) - Sara without an H is an instructor and 
performer in the Philadelphia area. She has been teaching movement 
for over ten years in formats including pole fitness, lyra, chair dance, 
burlesque, and floor work. SWAH co-produces the burlesque show 
SAFEWORD, which combines the seduction of burlesque with 
exploration of kink. As a kinkster, she is a switch, rope bunny/
demo bottom, and enjoys fire, electro, needle, and impact play. She is 
passionate about movement and touch as a means to self-discovery.

Sarah V Revels, LCMHC (She/Her) - See page 11

sepiessa (she/her) - sepiessa is known for her playful, informative, 
and intuitive style of yoga and massage instruction. She is an LMT, 
certified Thai Massage practitioner, and yoga teacher. She offered 
her professional skills to the kink community for the first time at 
Bound in Boston in 2011, and has been presenting at various cons 
ever since! She especially loves to see the look of bliss (and delicious 
pain) on her class participants--oh, and skillfully stepping on people 
to hear them moan!

Shako (he/him) - Shako is a Dominant cis male who joined the scene 
in 2011. He identifes as a service top and sensual sadist, which 
means giving you overwhelming pleasure until it becomes painful. 
A retro video gamer, a drum and bugle corps fan, and a board/card 
game enthusiast; he embraces his nerdery in his kink. He enjoys 
latex, creating Rube-Goldberg like predicament bondage scenarios, 
perverting his pinball machine, and hitting people with a rubber 
chicken. Oh, and it’s pronounced Shay-ko, and it’s a hat.
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ShanaBound (She/Her) - Shana is a rope bottom, submissive, 
pansexual, optimist who strongly believes that rope bottoming is a 
skill and not a passive activity. She has studied and taught bottoming 
skills at multiple venues in the New England area. A certified 200hr 
YTT with additional training in pranayama (yogic breathing), and 
Trauma Sensitive Yoga, Shana strives to create a safe space for people 
of all gender identities to practice yoga and rope.

Sir Bis (He/Him) - He is a 41 year old male D-Type (Dom, Caregiver, 
Reaction Junky) from the Philadelphia area. He has been in the 
lifestyle heavily for 10+ years. He has a passion for kink education 
(both learning and teaching) and believes in being a good community 
member. His main kinks are Fire, Electric, Impact, Wax, Rope, and 
Sensation play. He is always happy to answer questions or help people 
connect with others that might be able to answer them if he cannot.

Sir C (She/Her) - Sir C is a sadistic, queer, poly, Rigger, Master, and 
BDSM educator. She is pleased to be part of PQLF leather family. 
She is known for Her rope rigging, interesting training perspectives, 
unique M/s philosophy, and “evil” genius. She has pursued Her 
passion for strenuous bondage and suspension professionally on 
sites like InSexM, InSex, Hogtied, Waterbondage, and Men in Pain. 
Her personal passion is evident in Her local and national affiliations, 
participation, and teaching.

Sir Edgar/slave Raven (He/Him, She/her) - Sir Edgar and Raven 
are an M/s couple from Northern New Jersey. They have been in a 
24/7 M/s dynamic for 6 years. They are the 2019 NorthEast M/s 
titleholders. Sir Edgar began his journey in the BDSM lifestyle in the 
early 90’s in NJ and NYC. He is an educator. Raven is the owner of a 
BDSM business, Advocate, and Abuse Survivor with over 20 years of 
experience. They are the founders and Directors of MAsT Clifton.

Sir Vice (He/Him) - Sir Vice is an active supporting member of the BDSM 
community with 15+ years’ experience in the lifestyle. His seasoned 
experience allows him to successfully engage his audience - delivering 
classes effectively, consistently, with enthusiasm and patience. He 
is a strong proponent of responsible and consensual exploration. He 
enjoys practicing martial arts, hiking, playing music, gaming, and 
furthering his study of psychology, behaviorism, physiology, and a 
variety of eccentric subjects.

_Siren_ (She/Her) - Siren and her partner, Walrus, have been part of 
the NH community for over a decade. They are hosts for a couple area 
munches, as well hosting parties, fundraisers, & other kink-related 
events.
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Skyla (She/Her) - Skyla identifies as a Fem Dom and Mermaid with 
a love for bondage and a penchant for sparkle. Armed with her sassy 
nature and dry sense of humor, she navigates BDSM topics of all 
kinds.

soumise (she/her) - soumise brings her lifelong passions for movement, 
education, & helping people into the BDSM lifestyle. Her workshops 
engage, inform & entertain participants in a variety of subjects. She is 
certified in a wide variety of movement/somatic modalities. Her time 
is divided between working and helping her Master, Sir Vice, with 
Limits Unleashed LLC. She enjoys making lifestyle-friendly items for 
her Etsy store, ViceDeSoumise1.

SpanishFly (They/Them) - The OG Gotthic Fairy, SpanishFly is a Queer 
POC Genderfluid Femme who’s been part of the New England BDSM 
and Polyamory communities since 2011. Sadomasochist, daddy, and 
primal kitten who likes sensualism, discipline, genderbending and 
showing off. The Host of the Kink in Mind Podcast, they’re recognized 
in their communities for their passion in sharing resources/opening 
discussions on marginalized issues, general kink and poly education, 
and have instructed on safety and sadomasochism in the past.

Stephan and sweetwisteria (he/him, she/her) - Stephan and 
sweetwisteria are an M/s couple who have been together for nearly 
eight years, and teaching lifestyle classes for the last five of them. 
Their deep love for order and protocol has driven their dynamic and 
desire to create a deeper connection. They are relationship geeks who 
explore the fundamentals of communication and the psychology of 
relationships in order to enhance and improve their M/s.

storyofm (she/her) - Storyofm is a multidisciplinary kinkster, 
embodiment facilitator, and community builder. Her passion is creating 
connective adventures for exploring embodiment, self-expression 
and personal and collective liberation. At the core of everything she 
shares is a deeper understanding of the greater, intersectional, power 
dynamics always in play, so that we might all move through the world 
with greater awareness, freedom and belonging.

subjuKate (she/they) - Kate is a Poly, Sadistic Dominant; actively 
kinky for 10+ years and teaching since 2020. Known for her infectious 
laughter, Kate very much enjoys topping for a wide variety of play, 
employing mindfucks and creating immersive scenes. She strongly 
believes open, honest and transparent negotiations and strong 
consent (FRIES) will achieve scenes that are safe (as possible) AND 
fun for all parties involved.
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sudisa (She/Her) - She is a skilled top and domme and has been active 
in the local community for over five years. She got hooked on flogging 
at her first play party. After a few scenes, she purchased some floggers 
to keep in her toy bag so she could always be ready in case she found 
a willing top. It was on a whim during the summer of 2017 that she 
purchased a matched set of floggers and set out to learn Florentine 
flogging. Within no time she had her first flogging scene as a top! She 
continue to practice and loves to arrange flogging scenes as often as 
she can. She has since developed beginner and advanced classes that 
were held at the local dungeon. She’s always happy to demonstrate 
the art of flogging with others.

Sunny Leigh Mayne (She/Her) - Sunny Leigh Mayne is a kink educator 
and active member of the BDSM community. Interests include erotic 
hypnosis, dollification, sensual BDSM, age play, and primal play. 
A writer of erotica specializing in queer inclusive dark and fetish/
BDSM stories. Recently she has been venturing into kink education 
podcasting, including hosting her own podcast, Naughty Talk with 
Sunny Leigh Mayne. Website: https://sunnyleighmayne.com/ 

V (Ted) (He/They) - V of Of Spirit and Bone has been an educator 
and vendor in the community for 13 years; combining an entertaining 
personality with a deep passion for his skills. They are an ordained 
Pagan Minister and craftsperson specializing in the combination of 
spiritual energy and power exchange as well as the crafting of one of 
a kind silver pieces and beautiful whips. V (Ted) identifies as a Queer 
sexuality and spirituality educator, as well as an eccentric artist, top, 
dominant, and weirdo.

VDMac (he/him) - VDMAC is a kink educator, published author of 
fantasy novels, and wilderness survival enthusiast. Identifying as 
a Primal Dominant/Predator, he views Primal as an identity that is 
consistent with his lifestyle, and his decision to live in closeness with 
nature. Mac recently presented at Charmed2022 and has appeared 
on the Naughty Talk Podcast as a regular cast member. Other lifestyle 
interests include sensual BDSM, DDLG, and hypnokink.

Wolf (He/Him) - He learned to be a Master through old Guard 
teachings. He was a slave first; he was raised in the Gay Male Leather 
community in New Orleans, owned by a Gay Male Master, Sir Pat 
McCarty. He’s been a leather person for over 30 years. He believes it 
is the responsibility of seasoned presenters to invite and help educate 
the Next Generation Leather hoomyns. “Invite a Next Gen person who 
is interested in learning to teach on the topics presented. By doing so, 
we pass the torch in a new fashion.”
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Vendors
Don’t forget to bring your Bingo card with you to the 
vending areas. Get your card signed by ALL of the 
vendors, and enter to win some amazing prizes! Prizes 
graciously donated by your 2022 KinkyCon vendors. 
Prize drawings will be held Sunday during lunch in 
Crown Court. Must be present to win.

Bat Wings and Shiny Things
www.batwingsandshinythings.com
Chainmaille and Scalemaille jewelry, collars, accessories, body 
adornments, and other unique and fun items.

Canes4pain/CaneLove
https://www.canelove.com/
Canes4pain/CaneLove has created superb rattan disciplinary canes 
since 2000. MANY styles, including canes in 8 colors & 3-5 widths 
in each, Whangee, Twisted Loopy & Dragon Canes, TNT (Thick ‘n 
Thuddy) burned like Tigers & Leopards! 24 were used on the TV show, 
American Horror Story, season 2 Asylum! Sanibel Beach Canes are 
covered with sharp seashell shards for messy play. WhypDancer will 
be in the booth to help you with care, use, & selection of the perfect 
cane for you!

The Connected Unicorn
https://www.theconnectedunicorn.com/
The Connected Unicorn combines impact play with electricity in 
unique and different items. From floggers to clothing you can enjoy 
electrical play using a wand, the body cable or plate, and the unique 
implements in your hand.

Damn Good Rope Company (formerly Ropes by EDK)
https://www.damngoodropecompany.com/

Designed by Squirrel
https://designedbysquirrel.com/
Hand made custom stuffed animals and dolls made with kinky 
accessories! Bring out your inner middle or little with a special stuffie 
made just for you.

The Dungeon Store
https://thedungeonstore.com/
Specializing in high-quality, reasonably-priced items. We offer 
traditional and solid state Violet Wand Kits, a large selection of 
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wand accessories, conductive rope, and carbon fiber canes. A unique 
selection of impact toys, including a line of VEGAN Impact as well 
as traditional paddles, canes, and leather items. Also Medical Play 
items, TENS/EMS units and accessories. Finally, we’re believers in 
education, so we carry a selection of books to help you enhance or 
explore a new skill!

Enjoyce Massage Therapy and Wellness
https://www.massagebook.com/Howland~Massage~enjoyce-mas-
sage-therapy-wellness
Providing chair massages to vendors, and all bodies who need relief.

FUX PADS
https://fuxpads.com
FUX PADS is the creator of the original ecofriendly orgy pad and 
personal play pad. We offer reusable, waterproof play pads in a variety 
of sizes to suit the needs of the individual, couple, or group. FUX 
PADS are hypoallergenic and washer/dryer safe. Our pads can hold 
between 0.5 gallons - 2+ gallons of liquid. We are an end-to-end ethical 
retailer and sex positive company. Now offering Pet Pads for bold and 
heavy pet play.

Kinky Creations Studio
https://www.etsy.com/shop/KinkyCreationsStudio 
Toys that go “OUCH!” We are a small, women-owned business located 
on the south coast of Massachusetts. We use only quality materials in 
our creations that will make for years of enjoyment.

KJ Canes
https://www.kjcanes.com/
KJ Canes offers Designer and Custom BDSM Canes for everyone from 
beginners to pros and extreme cane enthusiasts, plus more Affordable 
Basic Canes. Available in Lexan, Delrin, Rattan, Aluminum, Brass, 
Stainless Steel, Carbon Steel, Carbon Fiber, Fiberglass and Acrylic; 
some even light up and/or glow in the dark. We also have a beautiful 
line of Fetish Jewelry and Collars, Bondage Gear, Floggers and Other 
Corporal Devices (aka hitty things), Medical, Low-Temp Candles and 
lots of other fun stuff.

Knotty Designs
http://www.knottydesignshop.com
Knotty Designs hand makes custom paracord products for all your 
knotty lifestyles from kink to survival, geeky to fashion. Floggers and 
whips, cuffs and collars, leashes for all your pets, geeky creations and 
creatures galore; there’s something for everyone.
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Lady Deborah Designs
We construct custom Wooden Knives, Wooden Paddles and Dungeon 
furniture. If you have specific measurements we can build to fit your 
space. At our Retail location there is a small 21+ room for display and 
discussion of what you like to have built for your special play space.

Lilfox Toybox & Lilst kit shoppe
Lilfox Toybox & Lilst kit shoppe provides a stuffie building experience 
for littles and their caregivers. Pick a stuffie and have it filled to your 
preferred level of firmness. Add cute outfits or if your stuffie needs 
a firmer hand, choose from a variety of stuffie sized leather collars, 
cuffs, harnesses, paddles, floggers, rope and much more. We love 
helping littles and middles leave our store with a new best friend.

Lust Beads
http://lustbeads.com
Exotic...alluring...and a little bit naughty! Lust Beads creates luxury 
erotic jewelry for you to wear and enjoy, because who doesn’t deserve 
the best in the bedroom? Nipple chains and dangles - no piercings 
necessary. Morse Code jewelry. Custom orders welcome!

The Naked Farmer
www.nakedfarmer.maine.com
We make a variety of beeswax candle in female body shapes. They are 
hand made. We use a variety of minerals and herbs to help release 
negative ions and electromagnetic frequencies. Our candles range in 
size and body types. Prices range from $26-$62.

Naughty Hautey
www.etsy.com/shop/naughtyhautey
Naughty Hautey wants to help all your kinkiest desires come true! 
We specialize in handmade bespoke kink fashion, bdsm gear, and 
accessories including leather, chainmail, and even crochet! It is our 
mission to give kinksters access to unique items made by talented 
artists both, local and abroad.

Of Spirit and Bone
https://www.ofspiritandbone.com/
A highly skilled craftsman focusing on silver smithing, whip making, 
and Witchcraft. Of Spirit and Bone is an ordained Pagan Minister 
offering high end, one of a kind wares such as whips, collars, and 
pagan essentials; as well as community services such as classes, 
weddings, collars, funerary services, sabbats, and blessings.
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Phoenix Latex
https://www.phoenixlatex.com/
Rise to the Occasion! Focused on creating unique, beautiful, quality 
latex clothing for everyone. Founded upon the belief that latex can 
look beautiful on all figures, we overcome the stereotype that latex 
looks best only on fashion models. As an added fun, my booth babe 
this year does custom glass and ceramic etching and logo-ing! She 
can make you a custom glass or a Custom Latex patch to add to your 
outfit!

Sassamon Leather
https://sassamonleather.net/
Sassamon Leather makes fine leather impact toys - floggers, dragon 
tails, thuddy thumpers, collars, halters and restraints. We make each 
item one at a time, by hand, right here in New England.

The ShoeGuy
www.theshoeguy.com
I have the largest selection of Sexy fetish shoes, boots from size 5 
to 11. I import directly from England, France, Spain, Italy, and the 
Netherlands. You won’t find my footwear in stores in the USA! I also 
have awesome accessories to go with your fetish footwear. You will see 
unique styles and get great prices & awesome service.

SlapStix Toys
https://www.etsy.com/shop/slapstixtoys
I make one of a kind evilsticks/lollipop impact toys. Each item is 
unique, and hand crafted and adorably mean. I am available for 
custom orders and love being part of the kinky crafting community.

SteelBones
https://steelbones.com/
Steelbones brings hundreds and hundreds of high quality steelboned 
corsets to every event that we attend. Not only will you come away 
with dangerous curves, but with lots of instant gratification too.

Thorne’s of Concord
Thorne’s of Concord is a Specialty Boutique and Enrichment Center 
located at 140 N. Main St., Concord NH. We are dedicated to supplying 
our customers with unique and individualized resources that will 
empower them to identify, develop, explore, nurture, and achieve their 
personal satisfaction goals. Please stop by our booth at KinkyCon to 
check out our specialized selection of items thoughtfully chosen for 
the kinky community and this event! Play Nicer!
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Vending Hours:
Friday 7:00 - 11:00pm
Saturday 11:00am - 8:00pm
Sunday 10:00am - 6:00pm

Vending Location: Hotel Lower Level
(Roosevelt, Adams, Jefferson, & Lincoln)

TotemX Creations
https://www.totemx.com/
The Claw Paw is the BEST sensation toy you can fit in your pocket. 
It can be soft and sensual, prickly-pokey, ticklish torment, and is 
violet wand capable. Natural rabbit fur hides curved metal claw tips 
for a versatile sensation experience. This handcrafted toy will be the 
Rockstar of your toy bag!

Wicked Woodshop
https://www.etsy.com/shop/TheWickedWoodshop
Wicked Woodshop makes unique, custom, wicked things out of exotic 
hardwoods, including our popular 3D collectible paddles. The unique 
designs and raised graphics combine to leave a lasting impression. We 
are also the home of the original “spanky pop” as well as canes, Corian 
paddles and now a line of epoxy resin paddles.
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VENDORS
Hotel - Lower Level
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Friday
Conference Center

Marquis Crown 
Court Camelot Court

12:00pm

1:00-
2:30pm

The 
masochistic 

mantras
DrPhenix

Flogging 
Lounge
sudisa

Chain Bondage for 
Sex and Exposure
Cecilia T. Winters

2:45-
4:15pm

Fear Play 
Formulas
Carmen 

Monoxide

Damned if you 
do. Damned if 

you don’t
Sir C

Chaos Rope
KnotFrayed

4:30-
6:00pm

1-2-3 PLAY
subjukate

The D/s of 
Argentine 

Tango
Lord Ramirez

Ready, Aim, Flog!
sudisa

6:15-
7:45pm

Create Your 
Own Self-
Defense
Lady V

Taster
Bondage for Bigger 

Bodies
ropespaced

8:00-
9:30pm

Friday Night
Play Party

9:00pm-12:00am

9:45-
11:15pm

12:00am
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Schedule
Hotel

Granite Woodside Rose
Solarium

Registration Open
in the Hotel Lobby

So you want to be 
herd not heard

neysa

Rules, Rituals, and 
Protocols

Stephan and 
sweetwisteria

BDSM 101
Domino

Rope Bondage 101
Skyla

The Domme Lounge
Mistress Sky

Needs vs. Wants: 
Maslow’s Hierarchical 

Approach
Just Kate

Erotic Art Show
7:00-9:00pm Negotiation and 

Informed Consent 
101

Sarah Revels and 
SpanishFly

BIPOC Social
March

10:00pm-12:00am
Kinky Game Night

Shako
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Saturday
Conference Center

Marquis Crown Court Camelot 
Court

8:00am

9:00-
10:30am

Owww! Oooooh! 
Mmmmmm! - 

Needle Play 101
RopeRider

Intro Pole Dance
Sara WithoutanH

Don’t Be Nervous: 
Anatomy for 

Rope Bondage
ropespaced

10:45am-
12:15pm

Chain Bondage 
for Beginners

Fischer Garrett

Japanese War 
Fan

Lord Ramirez

Whips 101
Lady Nim

12:15-
2:00pm Lunch

2:00-
3:30pm

Burlesque and 
Chair Dance

Sara withoutanH

Playing When 
Health is a Hard 

Limit
soumise

Rope Bottoming 
Panel

Koalafied_

3:45-
5:15pm

Kinky Speed 
Meeting

RopeRider

Hojojitsu for 
BDSM play

Lord Ramirez

Chain 
Suspension

Fischer Garrett

5:30-
7:00pm

Asking - and 
Why it’s so Scary

soumise

Introduction to 
Rough Body Play

Andrew

Upline P0rn
Griffin207

7:15-
8:45pm

Early Play Party
7:15-10:00pm

9:00-
10:30pm

Late Play Party
10:15pm-1:00am

10:45pm-
12:15am

1:00am
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Schedule
Hotel

Granite Woodside Rose
Solarium

Registration Open
in the Hotel Lobby

What CAN a KNIFE 
do for YOU?

MzBugz

Primal Fantasies
Sunny Leigh Mayne 

& VDMac

M/s  D/s 101 - Kink 
beyond play
Stephan and 
sweetwisteria

Tripping Over 
Triggers
Sir Vice

Risking it All: 
Transitioning to M/s
Master Jim and dee

Lunch

Urethral Play... A 
hole of your own

Sir C

All Dolled Up
Sunny Leigh Mayne 

& VDMac

Problem Solving 
Techniques for Kink 

Relationships
Mistress Sky

Erotic Bootblacking
DrPhenix

Exploring the 
Chakras through 

Rope
ShanaBound

BIPOC Care, 
Connection, & Co-

Regulation
storyofm

Torturing Tits and 
Bits

Carmen Monoxide

Falaka Anyone? 
(Foot Torture by a 

different name)
MzBugz

Polyamory: after the 
first blush
Just Kate

Torturing Cocks for 
the Fun of it

Skyla

Effective Negotiation 
and Communication

Just Kate

Relationship 
Contracts

Mistress Sky

Disney Movie Night 
Onesie Party

_Siren_ 9:00pm-12:00am
Kinky Game Night

Shako

Violet Wand Flogging
Sir Edgar/slave 

Raven
Edgeplay - Should I 

do it?
Wolf
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Sunday

Don’t forget about The KinkyCon Aftercare Munch 
at the Backyard Brewery! See page 14 for details, 
and please remember to RSVP!

Conference Center

Marquis Crown Court Camelot 
Court

9:30-
11:00am

Flameless Wax 
Play

MzBugz

Advanced 
Flogging
sudisa

Mermaid 
Bondage (Karada 

Hobbleskirt)
Skyla

11:15am-
12:45pm

Roses are red, 
Violets can 

shock
Sir Bis

Flogging 
Technique

Lord Ramirez

Playful Partials
Koalafied_

12:45-
2:15pm

Announcement 
of Vendor Bingo 

Winners

2:15-
3:45pm

David Tops 
Goliath
Carmen 

Monoxide

Intermediate 
Pole Dance

Sara withoutanH

Introduction to 
Predicament 

Bondage
Andrew

4:00-
5:30pm

Body 
Modification 

through 
Pumping

Fischer Garrett

Tread on me! 
Topping with the 

Lower Body
Carmen 

Monoxide

Suspensions 
using basic 

Shibari
Lord Ramirez

5:50-
6:30pm

6:30-
10:00pm Toy & Skill Share
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Schedule
Hotel

Granite Woodside Rose
Solarium

Fascinating Feet
soumise

Glam Fairy 
Godmother Time
Carmen Monoxide

I can get my own 
glass of water
Stephan and 
sweetwisteria

Erotic-Drawing 
Lounge
LilyLew

Sacred Kink - 
Bringing the Sacred 
into the Bedroom

V (Ted)

Anticipatory Service
Just Kate

Lunch

Spill the Beans!
subjuKate

Master Plan
Sir Edgar/slave 

Raven

Frictions and Floor 
Rope
March

Rhythmic caning: 
The juciest gateway 

kink
sepiessa

Alignment of Wills as 
an M/s Framework
Master Jim and dee

Allow me to get 
you coffee - Giving 

Service
Stephan and 
sweetwisteria

Toy & Skill Share
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Class Descriptions
1-2-3 PLAY
Presented by: subjuKate
Friday 4:30-6:00pm - Marquis
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Lecture
Learn a quick and easy-to-use framework which will:
1. help you plan and organize a scene
2. identify risks and mitigate them
3. form your negotiations for the scene
The framework can be applied to all of your scenes - from “simple” to 
intense and/or multi-player to edge play scenes. The class is intended 
for both Tops and Bottoms at all levels of experience.

Advanced Flogging
Presented by: sudisa
Sunday 9:30-11:00am - Crown Court
Audience: Intermediate - Track: Impact - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: A set of floggers of matched size
Double the fun!  Two handed and Florentine flogging.  Please bring a 
matched set of floggers with you.

Alignment of Wills as an M/s Framework
Presented by: Master Jim and dee
Sunday 4:00-5:30pm - Woodside
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Discussion
Of the many different M/s frameworks, the Alignment of Wills offers 
many positive aspects, which benefit both Master and slave. In this 
framework, consent and command is achieved by alignment of Master 
and slave towards a common, desired Will.  Alignment in this context 
can manifest as many things, from a shared overarching vision or 
mission statement, to the elements of daily life. The results of this 
alignment can be a significant deepening of the M/s dynamic and a 
sum greater than the parts. We will have an interactive discussion. 
Masters and slaves, please come prepared to discuss experiences you 
may have had aligning towards a common will in your own dynamics 
and the triumphs or challenges this has created.

All Dolled Up
Presented by: Sunny Leigh Mayne & VDMac
Saturday 2:00-3:30pm - Woodside
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Demonstration
Come learn about dollification for both hypnotic and non-hypnotic 
play! For dolls and doll makers alike, or simply those curious about 
doll play, this class will cover many aspects of making dolly fantasy a 
reality. Learn about doll dressing, doll posing, dolly bondage, hypnotic 
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dollification and more! CW: hypnotic language, minimal nudity, 
impact, bondage.

Allow me to get you coffee - Giving Service
Presented by: Stephan and sweetwisteria
Sunday 4:00-5:30pm - Rose Solarium
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Hands On
Being of service or in service to someone is a beautiful expression of 
a gift. In this class we will explore the act of giving service to another.  
In some ways, it’s about the act of doing the service given. In other 
ways, it’s about the presence and intention we hold within ourselves 
as we complete the task at hand. How do you show up to your service 
when you’ve had a terrible day at work, hit every red light on your 
drive home, and feel like nothing has gone right? 

Anticipatory Service
Presented by: Just Kate
Sunday 11:15am-12:45pm - Rose Solarium
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Discussion
What is it and how can it work for me? - digging into anticipatory style 
service - what is it? How do you do it? Try it out.

Asking - and Why it’s so Scary
Presented by: soumise
Saturday 5:30-7:00pm - Marquis
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Discussion
Many submissives have a problem asking for what they need or want. 
In the D/s lifestyle, i found it even harder to ask for what i needed 
or wanted because i thought it meant i wasn’t submissive enough. 
This class is designed to help you learn more about yourself and your 
needs and wants and be able to effectively communicate these with 
your partner. Why we need to be able to ask for what we need and 
want. When to express these needs to our Dominant or Master for the 
best outcome. What it is we are really looking for. How to ask. What 
happens if the answer is No? How to avoid feeling taken advantage of 
in; or resentful of; the power exchange dynamic. 

BDSM 101
Presented by: Domino
Friday 2:45-4:15pm - Granite
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Discussion
It is important that people, who are new to BDSM, get good information 
when they start out to avoid making the same mistakes that others 
have made over the years. Even if you have been around the block a 
few times there will likely be a few nuggets of information that you 
might not have thought about in a while. BDSM 101 will help you to 
navigate your community in a way that is both safe and fulfilling for 
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you, your partners, and the community.
Here is an short outline of the topics we will be covering: 1. Where 
did we come from; 2. Public versus private; 3. Consent, negotiation, 
scenes, etc; 4. Trip through the toy bag; 5. Cleaning and maintenance 
of your toys; 6. Question and Answer; 7. Wrap Up.

BIPOC Care, Connection & Co-Regulation
Presented by: storyofm
Saturday 3:45-5:15pm - Rose Solarium
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: SIG
Prerequisites: Must identify as Black, Indigenous, or person of color.
Bring to class: Feel free to bring items of comfort and snacks for 
nourishment and hydration.
This space is for folks who identify as Black, Indigenous or any person 
of color (BIPOC), who would like to connect in community for nurturing 
and uplifting interconnection and co-regulation. As POC, we are often 
holding additional tension and energy as a way to navigate dominant 
culture safely. In this circle we will practice community care, check-in 
and get re-grounded, move sticky energy, and support one another in 
solidarity. 

BIPOC social
Hosted by: March
Friday 9:45-11:15pm - Rose Solarium
Audience: Everyone - Track: SIGs/Lounges - Class Type: SIG
Everyone who has lived experiences of social or systemically defined 
oppression, exclusion, and discrimination based on your skin color, 
ethnicity, cultural background, mother tongue, and place of origin is 
welcome. Any intersectionalities such as LGBTQIA+ POC are welcome.
We hope to create a safer space for folks who have previously felt left 
out or mistreated as a token for being the only person of color at kinky, 
polyam/ethical nonmonogamy and other alternative community 
events.

Body Modification Through Pumping
Presented by: Fischer Garrett
Sunday 4:00-5:30pm - Marquis
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Demonstration
Temporary body modification using pumping equipment can be a 
gender affirming/bending and sexually gratifying kink with ties into 
medical play, objectification, and dollification. We will discuss various 
types of pumping devices, the risks involved with this kink, tips we’ve 
found useful, and other important information. We will demo various 
pumping devices on nipples, breasts, and genitalia.
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Bondage for Bigger Bodies
Presented by: ropespaced
Friday 6:15-7:45pm - Camelot Court
Audience: Advanced - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: 
Demonstration
Prerequisites: Ability to tie suspendable harnesses and uplines
Bring to class: Rope, safety gear
In this class, Cait and Gigi will talk about bigger-bodied people in 
rope. The topics they’ll discuss are geared towards bigger models/
bottoms and their riggers, as well as bigger riggers. Some of the 
topics covered are more theoretical in nature, including adaptability, 
partnership, safety considerations, and emotional aspects. The others 
are more technical and practical, including a rope exercise and tips 
and tricks for SCTs, tension, placement, harness stability and comfort, 
and lifting bigger bottoms into suspensions (from both rigging and 
modeling perspectives).

Burlesque and Chair Dance
Presented by: Sara withoutanH
Saturday 2:00-3:30pm - Marquis
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: Scarf/boa, heels optional
Ever wanted to try the Art of the Tease? Curious about performing 
in a show or for your partner? This class is for you! Learn where this 
sultry art form came from and connect to your seductive side. Class 
will include a brief history of burlesque, then we will get moving and 
learn a sassy chair dance routine!

Chain Bondage for Beginners
Presented by: Fischer Garrett
Saturday 10:45am-12:15pm - Marquis
Audience: Everyone - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: an open mind!
Chains are a kink staple that evoke images of dungeons and being 
trapped, feelings of cold and hard restraint, and power and control. 
This class includes an accelerated discussion of risks and safety 
information of using heavy chain, demonstration of various metal 
connectors used in place of knots or frictions, and a demonstration 
of a simple body harness. Class information followed by open lab 
time for participants to play with chain bondage. Great for self- and 
partnered-bondage participants and absolute beginners!

Chain Bondage for Sex and Exposure
Presented by: Cecilia T. Winters
Friday 1:00-2:30pm - Camelot Court
Audience: Advanced Beginner - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: 
Demonstration
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Prerequisites: Chain Bondage for Beginners (recommended)
Bound and helpless. Locked up and throw away the key. Held 
open and exposed. Sex and bondage go hand-in-hand, so let’s add 
something cold, heavy, and occasionally slippery. This class will 
demonstrate binding someone up in a sexually exposed position, 
discuss incorporating spreader bars, insertables, and other metal-
associated novelties, and demonstrate a simple chain chastity harness 
for inner plumbing.

Chain Suspension
Presented by: Fischer Garrett
Saturday 3:45-5:15pm - Camelot Court
Audience: Intermediate - Track: Other - Class Type: Demonstration
Prerequisites: Chain Bondage for Beginners
Bring to class: Suspension bondage experience
Chain: that cold, heavy, slippery, unforgiving material. You’ve learned 
to bind yourself or your partner in it. You’ve lashed them and learned 
tension and body manipulation. The next challenge is using chain to 
fly! This class includes a brief discussion of risks and safety information 
including chain bondage suspension safety, a demonstration of 
creating single columns and tensioning techniques and spreading 
weight through downlines. A demonstration of a simple suspension 
sequence will follow. Previously attending any prior iteration of Chain 
Bondage for Beginners is required.

Chaos Rope
Presented by: KnotFrayed
Friday 2:45-4:15pm - Camelot Court
Audience: Everyone - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: Rope and a partner
A rope class designed for those who don’t have a plan going into a rope 
scene. Learning to combine different types of ties together into what 
one hopes will be a cohesive and effective bondage session. Fast and 
effective tying theories.

Create Your Own Self-Defense
Presented by: Lady V
Friday 6:15-7:45pm - Marquis
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: Regular street attire
Self-defense is a combination of planning, situational awareness, and 
technique. The most effective self-defense strategy is the one created 
by the individual. An expert can teach wrist breaks and arm locks in 
an hour but the average person won’t retain that information without 
regular practice. This curriculum is designed for the layperson who 
wants to walk away with confidence in their own abilities and a 
mindset to build their own safety strategy.
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The D/s of Argentine Tango
Presented by: Lord Ramirez
Friday 4:30-6:00pm - Crown Court
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: a partner
This workshop will discuss the pitfalls and strengths of D/s 
relationships through Argentine Tango. Dance is often very helpful in 
teaching and establishing nonverbal communication and connection. 
The class will teach and interpret nonverbal commands and 
connections within a D/s context. The class uses dance to show with 
the man’s role in the tango as the top/lead and that of the woman’s 
role in the dance as the bottom/follower. Of course, if the parties so 
desire, they can reverse the roles. Due to the nature of the class you 
will need a partner to participate. This class is not gender/or role-
specific, but each partnership will have to decide who will be top or 
bottom for the class.

Damned if you do. Damned if you don’t.
Presented by: Sir C
Friday 2:45-4:15pm - Crown Court
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Demonstration
Predicaments are difficult, perplexing, or trying situations. Whether 
crafted as a trial, a test of dedication, or simple entertainment, 
predicaments make for fun, imaginative scenes.  
This is Sir C’s most talked about class. Watch her demonstrate the 
sadistic glee and clever challenges found in difficult choices. She has 
been known to pit a bottom’s muscle fatigue against the threat of 
drowning or reward them for nearly choking themself to steal a kiss. 
We will cover types of predicaments with examples, the foundation of 
safe predicament scenes, and any remaining time will be dedicated 
to an improvisation period, where we will create the predicaments 
together.

David Tops Goliath
Presented by: Carmen Monoxide
Sunday 2:15-3:45pm - Marquis
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Demonstration
Are you a fun-size top with a king-size bottom? This course reviews 
the physical and psychological means that Doms/Tops can use 
when their physical size is not very domineering or their bottom is 
significantly larger than them. Topics and demonstrations include 
pressure points, exploiting weaknesses, voice and vocabulary, mind 
tricks and sexual manipulation.

Disney Movie Night Onesie Party
Presented by: _Siren_
Saturday 9:00-10:30pm - Granite
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Audience: Everyone - Track: SIGs/Lounges - Class Type: SIG
After all the peopling, the education, the hands on, how about some 
aftercare? Put on your favorite onesie, grab your stuffie, and your 
aftercare blanket and let’s watch a Disney movie.

The Domme Lounge
Hosted by: Mistress Sky
Friday 4:30-6:00pm - Rose Solarium
Audience: Everyone - Track: SIGs/Lounges - Class Type: Lounge
Female dominants of all types need safe space for their questions 
and for sharing their experiences and life solutions. My facilitation 
is positive and we always practice safe space for all. I will have social 
games, demos, and snacks. Pure fun. Everyone, the curious and 
the experienced, are welcome. Attendees:  female-identified persons 
interested in “female-led relationships (power exchange).”

Don’t Be Nervous: Anatomy for Rope Bondage
Presented by: ropespaced
Saturday 9:00-10:30am - Camelot Court
Audience: Everyone - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: Lecture
This lecture-based class will go in-depth on nerve safety for rope bondage. 
Basic anatomy and physiology will be taught and demonstrated, with 
a focus on the nerves most affected in bondage. The most common 
injuries will be discussed, along with the mechanisms causing these 
injuries. We will go over ways to reduce the risk of injury and ways to 
monitor your body for injuries during and after rope. Finally, we will 
discuss how to deal with and take care of an injury. The class will 
finish with a round-table discussion with bottoms and tops sharing 
their experiences with nerve injuries. There will be time for Q&A.

Edgeplay -- Should I do it?
Presented by: Wolf
Saturday 10:45pm-12:15am - Granite
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Discussion
Bring to class: an open mind
What is Edge play? Why does it fascinate so many of us? It’s not for 
everyone, and it’s certainly not SSC. For some, it means stretching 
themselves and for others, it can be a means to an end. There are as 
many different reasons to do Edge play as there are people who want 
to engage in it. In this class we’ll discuss some definitions for it as 
well as some of the different reasons for engaging in Edge play. We’ll 
go over the different skills needed: not just physical skills, but how 
to better negotiate for Edge play scenes where you might not be able 
to negotiate specifically because that would spoil the “surprise.” We’ll 
also go over additional safety supplies and how best to prepare for 
scenes that involve multiple types of play.
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Effective Negotiation and Communication
Presented by: Just Kate
Saturday 7:15-8:45pm - Woodside
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Discussion
Everything from a quick one-off, pick up scene to in-depth relationship 
negotiation. 

Erotic Bootblacking
Presented by: DrPhenix
Saturday 3:45-5:15pm - Granite
Audience: Intermediate - Track: Other - Class Type: Lecture
Getting your boots done at a bootblacks chair is a great experience. 
But have you ever made bootblacking into a scene? Did you know 
bootblacking can be very erotic and intimate between partners? This 
class talks about the intimate parts of bootblacking and how to make 
it into a hot, sexy scene between partners combining boot play, boot 
worship, impact, and more. Do you have some ideas about what you 
can do with shoelaces while you are working on those boots? You will 
by the end of class.

Erotic-Drawing Lounge
Hosted by: LilyLew
Sunday 11:15am-2:15pm - Granite
Audience: Everyone - Track: SIGs/Lounges - Class Type: Lounge
Life Drawing Lounge with a twist: For artists, doodlers, exhibitionists, 
and well-behaved Littles. No skills required! Come get inspired to 
create art or try posing for the group. We’ll start with short warm up 
poses, leading to 10 or 20 minute sessions with our volunteer models. 
Models can be nude, tattooed, or dressed in their kinkyiest attire. Some 
materials will be provided but if you have a sketchbook or favorite 
supplies, bring them along and create some sexy art! Please contact 
LilyLew at the art show Friday or prior if interested in modeling. 

Exploring the Chakras through Rope
Presented by: ShanaBound
Saturday 3:45-5:15pm - Woodside
Audience: Everyone - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: Minimum one hank of rope and a towel, blanket, sheet 
or yoga mat for the floor
Chakras are energy centers within your body and what better way 
to explore them than with rope? If you’ve ever felt a connection with 
another person or with yourself while being bound or tying, you 
already know that rope can be a great conduit for energy.
Come learn more about these energy centers as we apply rope to the 
seven chakras and learn about their meaning, color, sound, location 
and more. Come alone or with a partner. Bring a minimum of one 
hank of rope. Natural fiber or brightly colored rainbow colors, whatever 
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makes you happy. We will be sitting on the floor in this class so you 
may want to bring a towel, sheet, blanket, or yoga mat.

Falaka Anyone? (Foot Torture by a different name)
Presented by: MzBugz
Saturday 5:30-7:00pm - Woodside
Audience: Everyone - Track: Impact - Class Type: Demonstration
Bring to class: A mat to sit on if you would like and small impact toys.
There are many names given throughout history for the act of torturing 
the feet as there were many reasons throughout history to use this 
form of torture. This class will talk about some of this history and 
how it is incorporated into our BDSM lifestyle. Safety and negotiation 
will be discussed. Through demonstrations and hopeful attendee 
participation we will cover a wide variety of ways one can torture the 
feet, from pressure points to bare hand torture to impact implements 
and rope of course. An entire scene can be created by just being really 
mean to a persons feet. Come learn how.

Fascinating Feet
Presented by: soumise
Sunday 9:30-11:00am - Granite
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: A tennis or pinky rubber ball
Foot fetishist, fashion victim or just someone who wants to learn 
more about the amazing structures that get us where we want to 
go, this class has something for you. A quick look at the anatomy of 
the foot will be followed with hands on exploration (feel free to use a 
consenting partner’s feet or your own) to increase mobility and arches, 
rescue some sore little piggies, and maybe even some delightful ways 
to torment the toes.  The explorations work best with bare feet.  If you 
have a tennis ball or pinky rubber ball, these work particularly well 
for this class. 

Fear Play Formulas: A Psychosocial Approach
Presented by: Carmen Monoxide
Friday 2:45-4:15pm - Marquis
Audience: Advanced Beginner - Track: Other - Class Type: Lecture
Inducing and experiencing fear happens differently depending on the 
level of intimacy between players-- this class covers varied approaches 
for introducing fear into your play with the different people in your life.

Flameless Wax Play
Presented by: MzBugz
Sunday 9:30-11:00am - Marquis
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Demonstration
What do you do if you are in the dungeon or a private party space and 
want to do a bit of wax play? Most of the time nothing. Why? Due to 
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safety and/or liability reasons most spaces cannot or do not allow fire 
or open flame. This class and demo will focus on wax play that can 
be done without the use of flames. The class will cover safety, various 
types of wax and if they are safe to use on the body. The class will 
cover equipment required, as well as techniques that can change the 
way wax feels going onto the body as well as how it feels on the body 
when dried and cleaning of the equipment. Lastly, safe wax removal, 
sensual wax removal and sadistic wax removal.

Flogging Lounge
Hosted by: sudisa
Friday 1:00-2:30pm - Crown Court
Audience: Everyone - Track: SIG/Lounge - Class Type: Lounge
A space dedicated to flogging.  Ask questions, try out a flogger or 
practice with your bottom.

Flogging Technique
Presented by: Lord Ramirez
Sunday 11:15am-12:45pm - Crown Court
Audience: Everyone - Track: Impact - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: A flogger and a partner
Just as there is more to swordplay that “stick them with the pointy 
end,” there is a great degree of variety in the use of a flogger. In this 
workshop, Ramirez will cover a number of both striking techniques 
and patterns to improve your variety of play and expression when 
wielding a flogger. 

Frictions and Floor Rope
Presented by: March
Sunday 2:15-3:45pm - Rose Solarium
Audience: Intermediate - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: Hands On
Prerequisites: Tyers: ability to tie a single column tie and some basic 
knowledge and experience with rope handling for floor work. Tyees: 
ability to assess nerve safety and familiarity with explicit communica-
tion in kink.
Bring to class: 3-4 hanks of bondage rope and cutting shears
In this workshop, we will cover a slightly deeper dive into the single 
column tie, hojo cuffs (in-line single column tie), the x-friction, and 
its many applications. The participants will have the opportunity to 
practice the elements learned in harnesses such as the agura (cross-
legged) and the bunny harness.

Glam Fairy Godmother Time
Presented by: Carmen Monoxide
Sunday 9:30-11:00am - Woodside
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: Any makeup or products you’d like assistance with
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After years helping people “level up their femme” at events, all of 
Carmen’s best tips and tricks are compiled into one class for all 
gender identities! How to apply fake eyelashes, makeup to last through 
a scene or get messed up quickly, sexy clothes and shoes for any 
anatomy or style that you can actually wear all night-- this class has 
got you covered! You’ll leave with more clarity on how to achieve your 
personal sexy style.

Hojojutsu for BDSM play
Presented by: Lord Ramirez
Saturday 3:45-5:15pm - Crown Court
Audience: Everyone - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: a partner, as well as rope (at least four 25 or 30ft 
lengths) and an emergency rope cutting tool i.e. EMT shears.
In this workshop, we will apply some of the rope principles from 
Hojojutsu (the traditional martial art shibari is based on) for erotic fun 
in BDSM play. Using simple ties in resistance play, immobilization, 
and psychological play.

I can get my own glass of water
Presented by: Stephan and sweetwisteria
Sunday 9:30-11:00am - Rose Solarium
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Discussion
Some times we just want to do things for ourselves. As Masters, 
Mistresses, Dominants, we need to remember we are in a style of 
relationship where authority and power are not equal. In this class 
we will discuss authority based relationships and how the left side of 
the slash (Master/Mistress/Dominant) works to accept service from 
the right side of the slash. We will discuss pitfalls of being served, 
how to explore the joy of being served and service, and how to show 
appreciation for the services given. We will also explore a few types of 
service and give examples of rules, rituals and protocols to show that 
we appreciate the person giving service.

Intermediate Pole Dance
Presented by: Sara withoutanH
Sunday 2:15-3:45pm - Crown Court
Audience: Intermediate - Track: Other - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: Shorts; NO lotions or jewelry
Add to your repertoire of pole skills! This is class is for students with 
previous pole or aerial experience; must be able to invert safely (to 
bat/chopper/leg hang). We will brush up current skills, work on 
smooth entrances and exits, and create combos.

Intro Pole Dance
Presented by: Sara withoutanH
Saturday 9:00-10:30am - Crown Court
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Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: Shorts; NO lotions or jewelry
Curious to try pole? Join me for an intro class to this expressive 
artform! Class will start with a warm up, and review skills such as 
basic spins and climbing/sitting. You need skin to stick to the pole! 
Please wear shorts and NO lotions or jewelry. 

Introduction to Predicament Bondage
Presented by: Andrew
Sunday 2:15-3:45pm - Camelot Court
Audience: Everyone - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: Demonstration
This class will explore the use of bondage to create dynamic 
predicaments - situations where the bottom needs to decide which of 
multiple types of pain or stress is most endurable at any given point 
and balance between their options. We will present several situations 
and go over how to use these concepts in scenes of your own. Either 
rope and a knowledge of basic column ties or leather straps or cuffs 
will be helpful in replicating the scenarios from this class, as will a 
pair of nipple clamps.

Introduction to Rough Body Play
Presented by: Andrew
Saturday 5:30-7:00pm - Crown Court
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Hands On
Rough body play has become one of the most popular forms of play 
in the scene lately. Using nothing more than your own body you can 
control someone and cause both pain and pleasure. In this class we 
will talk about some of the theory beyond rough body play, the safety 
of it and how to use your own hands and feet as toys!

Japanese War Fan
Presented by: Lord Ramirez
Saturday 10:45am-12:15pm - Crown Court
Audience: Everyone - Track: Impact - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: A sturdy folding fan if you have one.
The Sensu-Gata or Japanese war fan has long been associated with 
Asian and Japanese culture. For the Samurai, it was often used as a 
surrogate sword in situations where the sword was not or could not 
be available. Join Ramirez as he teaches you the history and use of 
the fan, as well as techniques for using the fan in play.

Kinky Game Night(s)
Hosted by: Shako
Friday 10:00pm-12:00am - Woodside
Saturday 9:00pm-12:00am - Woodside
Audience: Everyone - Track: SIGs/Lounges - Class Type: SIG
Take a break from kinky fun and stop by the game room for some 
gaming fun! 
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Kinky Speed Meeting
Presented by: RopeRider
Saturday 3:45-5:15pm - Marquis
Audience: Everyone - Track: SIGs/Lounges - Class Type: Group Activity
Looking to have fun and meet new people? Want to spend some time 
laughing and interacting with your fellow fetishists? If you’re feeling a 
little shy or alone in the big, kinky ocean, you should come to Kinky 
Speed Meeting! It’s sort of like Speed Dating, with a sexier, edgy twist 
(and without the actual “dating” part). Expect to meet awesome people 
of different interests, genders and orientations!

M/s D/s 101 - Kink beyond play
Presented by: Stephan and sweetwisteria
Saturday 9:00-10:30am - Rose Solarium
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Discussion
In this class we will take a look at the relationships beyond play and 
the dungeons. Power and Authority dynamic relationships are one 
of the things that attracts many people to kink through writings like 
Bonds of Beauty, Marketplace, or Gor. But how do we make these 
relationships work on a day-to-day basis in the world we live in?  We 
will discuss the journey we have taken, the good and the pitfalls of 
these types of relationships.

The masochist mantras: tips to process pain better
Presented by: DrPhenix
Friday 1:00-2:30pm - Marquis
Audience: Intermediate - Track: Other - Class Type: Lecture
Do you have a desire to improve how to process pain to enjoy that 
scene even more or enjoy it longer? Do you want to be able to adjust 
to different types of play, toys, and tops? Within my own growth as a 
masochist, I have collected a series of tips and techniques that have 
helped me process more pain, enjoy longer scenes, and adjust to 
different types of play. Through this class, I will share what I found 
and how I use these tips to increase my pleasure. It may not make a 
masochist out of you, but it just might be a step in the right direction.

Master Plan
Presented by: Sir Edgar/slave Raven
Sunday 2:15-3:45pm - Woodside
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Lecture
Plotting out the course of a new dynamic? Maybe your dynamic just 
needs a new direction. This class will cover how having an overview 
of your dynamic can give new perspective, new direction, and new life 
to any dynamic.

Mermaid Bondage (Karada Hobbleskirt)
Presented by: Skyla
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Sunday 9:30-11:00am - Camelot Court
Audience: Intermediate - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: Hands On
Prerequisites: Comfortable tying and being tied using a single-column, 
double-column, and lark’s head. Ability to extend your rope with an-
other rope.
Bring to class: 3  - 4 x 30s and 3 x 15s of any type of rope, a yoga mat 
to sit on
Under the sea, under the sea; Darlin’ it’s better down where it’s wetter; 
Take it from me
Have you ever wanted to be a mermaid?  Would you love to tie someone 
up to look like a merperson?  During this class, we will be learning 
a basic karada-style hobbleskirt. This tie will make your partner’s 
legs take on a fin-like form.  You should be comfortable tying a single 
column and double column tie for this class. You will also want to be 
comfortable extending your rope with another piece of rope. This tie 
is easier to do in pairs, but you can absolutely attend as a self rigger! 

Needs vs Wants: Maslow’s Hierarchical Approach
Presented by: Just Kate
Friday 6:15-7:45pm - Rose Solarium
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Discussion
How to tell the difference and how to communicate them effectively 
- Needs and Wants examined through Maslow’s approach with your 
base need up through your higher self.

Negotiation and Informed Consent 101
Presented by: Sarah Revels and SpanishFly
Friday 8:00-9:30pm - Rose Solarium
Audience: Beginner - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Lecture
A class taught by Kinky_Counselor aka Sarah Revels, LCMHC and 
SpanishFly, around what informed consent and negotiation mean, 
what to consider, and an opportunity to try utilizing a negotiation 
worksheet/guide with a classroom partner. Q&A time at the end.

Owww! Oooooh! Mmmmmm! - Needle Play 101
Presented by: RopeRider
Saturday 9:00-10:30am - Marquis
Audience: Everyone - Track: Sharps - Class Type: Lecture
Playing with needles can be tremendous fun for sadists and 
masochists. Like many of the things we do, needle play/play piercing 
involves risk awareness and a learning curve. If you’ve found yourself 
curious about needles, this class is a great way to get started!

Playful Partials
Presented by: Koalafied_
Sunday 11:15am-12:45pm - Camelot Court
Audience: Intermediate - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: Hands On
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Prerequisites: Single and double column ties, basic chest harnesses, 
futomomos and basic uplines
Bring to class: Your rope kit, rings/suspension gear, mat or blanket 
for comfort.
Do you enjoy incorporating other types of play into your rope scenes? 
In this class you will get a break down of some easy and comfortable 
floor to partial ties and positions to put your bottom in. This class will 
primarily focus on a few basic ties with different ways to use them to 
your advantage for play. Let’s get playful.

Playing When Health is a Hard Limit
Presented by: soumise
Saturday 2:00-3:30pm - Crown Court
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Demonstration
Your mind wants to play, but your body isn’t always cooperating the 
way you want it to.  How can you bring the excitement back without 
risking your long term health and wellbeing?  Whether you or a partner 
are dealing with chronic pain, neurological challenges, are a breast 
cancer survivor or are just not moving the same way you used to, this 
workshop will give you some new ideas and perspectives. Play topics 
will be focused primarily around impact, bondage and sensation 
topics.  Specific challenges/limitations covered will be determined by 
the input of the class.

Polyamory: after the first blush
Presented by: Just Kate
Saturday 5:30-7:00pm - Rose Solarium
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Discussion
So what happens when the first rush wears off and real-life returns? 
How do you navigate meshing existing relationships? How do you 
build a strong foundation for your polycule to thrive and survive? How 
do you navigate life changes within the family? Let’s explore together 
the strategies to see your poly family flourish!

Primal Fantasies
Presented by: Sunny Leigh Mayne & VDMac
Saturday 9:00-10:30am - Woodside
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Demonstration
Do you have an inner beast? How about a desire to be free from 
inhibition when you play? Maybe you’re just wondering what primal 
play even is. Come learn about what it means to be primal. This is an 
introductory class and suitable for everyone! CW: Discussion of CNC 
play, hunting play, mention of hypnosis/brief hypnotic language.

Problem Solving Techniques for Kink Relationships
Presented by: Mistress Sky
Saturday 2:00-3:30pm - Rose Solarium
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Audience: Advanced - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Hands On
Prerequisites: At least two years of actual. in-person kink relationship 
experience.
Bring to class: Pen and paper
Problem solving is not magic or mystical. It’s a skill that can be learned.  
Problem solving knowledge will enhance your kink-based relationship 
bliss. You can learn some of the best science in this activity-laden 
workshop. Mistress Sky will bring you laughs and solid information, 
which she will apply to common D/s, M/s, and other relationship 
situations. I am like you: I appreciate tested methodology for 
negotiating, for improved communication, and for resolving problems 
or disputes. So, see you soon. Intermediate to Advanced Level.

Ready, Aim, Flog!
Presented by: sudisa
Friday 4:30-6:00pm - Camelot Court
Audience: Everyone - Track: Impact - Class Type: Hands On
Floggers are wonderful impact tools, from stingy to thuddy to sensual 
and all points in between. Let’s put a flogger in your hands so you 
and your bottom can have as much fun as possible. This hands-on 
class will offer some ideas for you to add this versatile item to your 
repertoire and create fabulous flogging scenes.

Relationship Contracts
Presented by: Mistress Sky
Saturday 7:15-8:45pm - Rose Solarium
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: Pen and paper
Relationship contracts are a good tool to have in any happy, healthy 
sustainable relationship.  This class will teach you how to form a written 
agreement in your personal life. Class activities and discussion will 
exercise your relationship negotiation muscles. I will demonstrate the 
difference between relationship negotiation and corporate/commercial 
negotiation. No prior experience is needed. Singles and committed 
partners are welcome. All types of relationships are honored.

Rhythmic caning: The juiciest gateway kink
Presented by: sepiessa
Sunday 4:00-5:30pm - Granite
Audience: Everyone - Track: Impact - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: Yoga mat/blanket, canes if you own them
Add to your sensual AND sadistic repertoire using natural and synthetic 
canes--and not break your budget... Many cringe when the subject 
of caning comes up--however, with rhythmic caning, a massage-like 
dreaminess can be invoked. Some things covered in class will be: 
Anatomy (body, bruising) where to hit and when; Negotiation including 
safety; Styles of caning; Types of canes; Techniques. Participants will 
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be invited to try rhythmic caning with gentle, loving guidance after 
sepiessa demonstrates. Canes will be available to try out for yourself!

Risking it All: Transitioning to M/s
Presented by: Master Jim and dee
Saturday 10:45am-12:15pm - Woodside
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Lecture
Even if you already know your current relationship has the elements 
of a power exchange, how do you successfully transition a long term 
egalitarian relationship to an intentional power exchange? Master 
Jim and dee will talk about how after over twenty years of marriage 
and two children they realized their relationship wasn’t quite like the 
neighbors. They will describe the value of understanding who they 
already were in their marriage and working to understand how their 
current relationship informed who they were becoming in their power 
dynamic. They will discuss the challenges faced & lessons learned as 
they created their power exchange dynamic.

Rope Bondage 101
Presented by: Skyla
Friday 4:30-6:00pm - Granite
Audience: Everyone - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: 1 - 2 bundles of 30ft rope.  Generally folks tie with 
6mm diameter rope.  Loaner rope will be available. A cutting tool such 
as EMT Shears. A yoga mat or towel to sit on.
Interested in tying or being tied? This class is for absolute beginners, 
or folks who would like to refresh their rope bondage skills. You will 
learn a single column tie, double column tie, and a chest harness (if 
there is time).  We will demonstrate a rope scene negotiation, discuss 
safety, supplies needed, and give you other tools to be successful. 

Rope Bottoming Panel
Presented by: Koalafied_
Saturday 2:00-3:30pm - Camelot Court
Audience: Everyone - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: Panel
Come and join this open and inclusive panel all about rope bottoming.  
Are you new? Have a lot of questions? Or perhaps you have a lot 
of lessons or tips you could add. Come and join your bottoming 
community in this important discussion opportunity. Let’s talk about 
risk awareness and risk profiles, general safety advice, vetting and 
finding tops,  Accessibility issues or barriers we face in the community, 
discovering and nurturing your unique bottoming skills and desires 
and wherever else the conversations may lead in relation to rope 
bottoming. No matter your rope experience or lack there of...you are 
valid and so is your voice, your questions, and your opinion matters 
as a bottom.
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Roses are red, Violets can shock - Electric Play
Presented by: Sir Bis
Sunday 11:15am-12:45pm - Marquis
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Demonstration
Have you ever been interested in electric play? Join me for a discussion 
on electric negotiation, safety, techniques, types of violet wands, how 
to get started shocking your partners for pleasure. This class with 
include time for discussion, demonstration, and an opportunity to feel 
the power.

Rules, Rituals, and Protocols
Presented by: Stephan and sweetwisteria
Friday 1:00-2:30pm - Rose Solarium
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Hands On
Structure in relationships helps to create reminders and connection. 
For years we have been working and restructuring our relationship 
in order to keep it fresh. We will discuss our thoughts on what rules, 
rituals and protocols are, how to create effective ones, and how to 
build them into relationships to help establish them as ways to create 
connections.

Sacred Kink - Bringing the Sacred into the Bedroom
Presented by: V (Ted)
Sunday 11:15am-12:45pm - Woodside
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Lecture
Sacred Kink is the intersection of spirituality and sexuality. In this 
class, V aims to open your mind to the combination of energy and 
power exchange as well as daily rituals, acts, and experiences that will 
connect you to yourself, your partner(s) and the universe on a deeper 
level. We will discuss raising and containing energy in play, altered 
space and consciousness, negotiating for spiritual play, and so much 
more.

So you want to be herd not heard
Presented by: neysa
Friday 1:00-2:30pm - Woodside
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Hands On
Welcome to the basics of being a pony. In this class you will be 
taught the main differences between common ponyplay (and a few 
uncommon) with emphasis on roleplay ponies. Audience participation 
for all who wish! We will all make a simple rope bit and reins. There 
will be discussions about gear, things to watch for, and what you can 
do at home!

Spill the Beans!
Presented by: subjuKate
Sunday 2:15-3:45pm - Granite
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Audience: Advanced - Track: Other - Class Type: Lecture
The class will discuss how to craft an interrogation scene. Discover 
the basic components of an interrogation scene, safety concerns and 
mitigation techniques. Learn how to fully, honestly and transparently 
negotiate your scene without giving away all your tricks. Uncover 
tips and techniques - beyond torture - designed to daze, confuse and 
confound your bottom into spilling the beans.

Suspensions using basic Shibari
Presented by: Lord Ramirez
Sunday 4:00-5:30pm - Room
Audience: Everyone - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: Hands On
Prerequisites: Students should be capable of tying a Takate Kote suit-
able for suspension, and must be willing to follow the directions of the 
instructor to participate.
Bring to class: A partner to tie, 8-10 lengths of rope (25-30 meter) and 
an emergency cutting tool (required to participate)
The class will use simple shibari techniques to suspend people 
regardless of size or gender. We will also be discussing suspension 
safety and what to look for to make your suspensions safe and strong 
using traditional Japanese techniques. Students may choose to audit 
the class or participate if they have the proper equipment and a 
partner. Due to the risks involved, the instructor reserves the right to 
remove students who do not follow instructions or are participating in 
an unsafe manner.  

Taster
Hosted by: MzBugz
Friday 6:15-7:45pm - Crown Court
Audience: Everyone- Track SIG/Lounge - Class Type - Hands On
New to everything? Seasoned vet but want to brush up on your 
techniques? The Taster is for you. 
As the name suggests, the Taster is where you can get a little taste of 
what a particular toy feels like, or to see a new tie being done.
The Taster is a mix of class, demo, and lecture and is a great way to 
explore the dungeon space. I hope we’ll see you there. 

Torturing Cocks for the Fun of It
Presented by: Skyla
Saturday 7:15-8:45pm - Granite
Audience: Everyone - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: Hands On
Bring to class: Something to sit on, and any trinkets you want
Ready to get more of a reaction than a “happy knot” gets? CBT (cock 
and ball torture) is a fantastic way to explore uses for paracord, 
knives, and even office supplies with a very emotive body part. In 
this workshop various techniques will be demonstrated for use on 
consenting cocks. Attendees will have the option to tie-along with 
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paracord or to simply watch the demo. This class is suitable for folks 
that self-tie or have a partner that has a cock that needs to fancified.
Paracord will provided, feel free to bring some of your favorite decor. If 
you plan on taking your pants off, you must bring something to sit on 
that does not belong to the hotel. 

Torturing Tits and Bits
Presented by: Carmen Monoxide
Saturday 5:30-7:00pm - Granite
Audience: Everyone - Track: Impact - Class Type: Demonstration
This demonstration-based class covers all the various ways to 
stimulate, hurt, and torment the breast tissue/nipples/chests and 
genitalia of all body types and parts. This class has a focus on gender 
inclusivity and creative sadism, with demonstrations and discussion.

Tread on Me! Topping with the Lower Body
Presented by: Carmen Monoxide
Sunday 4:00-5:30pm - Crown Court
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Hands On
This course covers a myriad of ways to cause pain using the hips, legs 
and feet. We’ll demonstrate and practice effective and safe kicking, 
stomping, trampling, and leg holds, discuss how footwear choices can 
affect a scene, and go over different ways to use the lower body for 
sadism and humiliation.

Tripping Over Triggers
Presented by: Sir Vice
Saturday 10:45am-12:15pm - Granite
Audience: Everyone - Track: Interpersonal - Class Type: Discussion
A very intimate and personal examination of experience with and 
management of triggers. This discussion will be a deep dive into: the 
nature of triggers, how they can be experienced, recognizing their 
origins & source, ways to face and manage trigger responses, some of 
the various modalities used today, and how you may be able to help 
yourself and others.  Because triggers typically originate from trauma, 
touching & exploring that topic is unavoidable.  

Upline P0rn
Presented by: Griffin207
Saturday 5:30-7:00pm - Camelot Court
Audience: Intermediate - Track: Rope/Bondage - Class Type: Hands On
Prerequisites: Know how to tie suspension-capable harnesses, fric-
tions and hitches, and non-collapsing single column ties.
Bring to class: Several lengths of 7-8M rope, safety shears, suspen-
sion tools (e.g., rings and carabiners)
In this class, Griffin207 will go over various methods to create and 
attach rope hangers to harnesses for partial or full suspensions. He 
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will then teach you how to securely tie the uplines you just made to 
a ring or bamboo, including how to quickly bundle and tie off extra 
rope. By the end of the class, you’ll have gained the skills to be able 
to tie uplines safely and quickly, and make them look good! People 
will not be suspended in this class and harnesses will not be taught. 
Participants should ideally be comfortable with tying single column 
ties, frictions and hitches, and suspension-capable harnesses.

Urethral play... A hole of your own
Presented by: Sir C
Saturday 2:00-3:30pm - Granite
Audience: Everyone - Track: Other - Class Type: Demonstration
Come out and learn how to do the two most common forms of urethral 
play... Catheterization and Sounds.  Both involve sticking something 
down the urethra.
In catheterization, the Top controls a basic bodily function. The bottom 
can’t even piss without You letting it happen. Using sounds, the Top 
can fuck, stretch and make their own little path right to the center of 
the bottom’s being. Class will be a lecture and demo covering how to 
do both catheters and sounds on both internal and external genitalia. 

Violet Wand Flogging
Presented by: Sir Edgar/slave Raven
Saturday 9:00-10:30pm - Rose Solarium
Audience: Everyone - Track: Impact - Class Type: Demonstration
In this class we will go over violet wand safety, some basic violet wand 
information then get into the fun you can have with a violet wand 
flogger 

What CAN a KNIFE do for YOU?
Presented by: MzBugz
Saturday 9:00-10:30am - Granite
Audience: Everyone - Track: Sharps - Class Type: Demonstration
NO LATE ENTRY
Knives elicit many different responses. Many of those reactions 
excite me as a person and as a kinkster; fear, arousal, anticipation, 
anxiety, heightened hearing and rapid heartbeats, giggling and even 
relaxation, if you can believe that. This class will cover a full spectrum 
of safety in addition to many of the risks of playing with knives. The 
class material will cover how to select a knife that works for you, 
proper caring for, cleaning of, and storage of your knife(vies).  Through 
demonstration there will be examples of techniques that can be used 
to elicit intended reactions as well as interesting tricks to help make 
your play livelier.
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Whips 101
Presented by: Lady Nim
Saturday 10:45am-12:15pm - Camelot Court
Audience: Everyone - Track: Impact - Class Type: Hands On
Whips 101 will focus on the shorter (4 feet or less) whips that we often 
see in dungeons everywhere. While the basic techniques of throwing 
any whip are similar, short whips present special challenges and 
opportunities.
In Whips 101, Lady Nim will demonstrate basic throws and will work 
with you to get you started down the single tail rabbit hole. 
If you have a short whip (4 feet or less), bring it with you. If not, come 
anyway; we have plenty of whips for you to use during class.

Meet our Staff
AdelineKindred (she/her) - Lead Dungeon Monitor
AdelineKindred has been a part of the KinkyCon team since 2010, 
teaching various classes and leading the team of dungeon monitors. 
In addition to her time with KinkyCon, Adeline has managed DMs for 
Bound in Boston, Dark Odyssey, NELA, and Tethered Together. She 
has also taught BDSM classes on both coasts on a variety of topics 
including rope safety, impact play, identity and inclusion, and D/s 
relations. Originally a Boston native, Adeline first entered the scene in 
Rochester, NY before returning to Boston and getting involved locally. 
Today, Adeline lives in New York City and continues to be an active 
participant and contributor to the community at large.

Amanda (she/her) - Assistant Dungeon Monitor Coordinator
Amanda has been involved in the Boston area kink scene since 2012, 
though this will be only her second KinkyCon! She has experience as a 
DM from her first KinkyCon and from NELA’s Fetish Flea. She has also 
led the first aid team for Tethered Together. She is excited to be on the 
DM team in this new capacity, and is looking forward to facilitating 
your fun and keeping you safe! Find her online @TyrannocervixRex.

Arlin (she/they) - Assistant Volunteer Coordinator
Arlin has been active in the scene for several years, and attends 
events across New England. They believe in seeking out mentors for 
learning about kink, and how to practice it (relatively) safely. Arlin has 
participated as a demo bottom for classes at various conventions, as 
well as through the New England Dungeon society. If you see them, 
say hi!

Chris_mac (she/her) - Registration Coordinator
Chris_mac found the very welcoming NH kink community in 2013 
while searching for more like-minded people. She started out as a 
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swinger, and now is also into sensation play and sensory deprivation.  
She has attended several kink events in NH, MA, RI, MD, NV, LA, and 
FL. She is constantly learning and trying new things. She has hosted 
NH Kinky Poker for several years.

Other interests include camping, swimming, fishing, Krav Maga, and 
riding her motorcycle.

She is submissive to her partner MrNewHampshire. She has 
volunteered at KinkyCon for several years and is looking forward to 
taking on the role of Registration Coordinator for this KinkyCon event!

Eomer (he/him) - Vending Coordinator
Eomer (pronounced AY-oh-mare) has been drawn to alternative 
lifestyles all his life, and became active in the local community in the 
last decade.

His main interests include fire, safety, and volunteer-ism. At his 
core, he believes everyone should have the freedom and opportunity 
to explore, express, and present their fetish interests and sexuality 
without rebuke. As such, he regularly volunteers at BDSM cons, acts 
as a host for the Concord Community Munch, and lends support 
to local groups and events like LGBTQ Pride and domestic violence 
advocacy and outreach groups.

He is an artist and engineer by day, and a sadist with a soft heart and 
a passion for edgier play by night.

Euna (You-Na) or Wifetress (she/her) - Health & Safety Officer
Originally from NJ (the smelly part) and living in NH for the past 15 
years. She is a magical princess, sexual, mental health advocate, Top, 
cum connoisseur and a healthcare worker. She has been active in the 
kink and poly community for over 10 years. 

Kinky_Counselor (she/her) - Incident Response Team Lead
See page 11

KUBRICKstare (he/him) - Operations
KUBRICKstare has been involved in the scene for less than an eon. He 
approaches kink with humor and with an eye for safety.  He has taught 
rope classes in the past and his other interests include motorcycles, 
tacos, and making his own toys and furniture.

PrettySubFemale (she/her) - Programming Coordinator
PrettySubFemale (PSF) has been involved in the New England kink 
scene for almost 30 years, and has a wide variety of interests including 
spanking, sounding and other edge play, rope, wax, whips and button 
pushing.
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As an insatiable learner and maker, her latest project, Stitches For 
Kink, offers custom embroidery designs specifically for the kink 
community, without the embarrassment of having to explain what all 
those kinky stitches mean to the vanilla world.

PSF is excited to be this year’s Programming Coordinator for KinkyCon 
Wicked Weekend 2022. She values feedback related to the classes 
offered at the event, as well as making new friends, so be sure to stop 
her and say hi when you see her!

Thumpingbeetle or Chris (he/him) - Operations Coordinator
Chris has been in the community since 2012. He first learned of this 
type of community when he lived in Washington. After moving to the 
Portsmouth, NH area he attended his first event alone at Portsmouth 
Pub Night. One of the best decisions he ever made and has led to 
being able to learn and meet some amazing individuals. This will be 
the 5th KinkyCon that he has helped facilitate moving equipment and 
supplies for the presenters and classes.

Ti_fanny (she/her) - Volunteer Coordinator
(Pronounced TIE-fan-EE) has lived in New Hampshire all her life and 
was introduced into the community in 2010. She started out initially 
as a submissive/impact bottom, but has grown to love topping in 
rope, impact, and sensual play. She was a group leader for the MARK 
Group, and has hosted several events including NH Kinky Poker, 
and co-hosted the Strange Brew Munch. She has also participated 
as a demo bottom at multiple events for classes in wax play, fisting, 
suspension, and squirting.

Her favorite kinks are sensual play, rope, and topping with her partner 
of 7 years, Dominant-7th. She has been a volunteer for KinkyCon 
for many years, and is excited to take on her 3rd year as Volunteer 
Coordinator for this year’s event.
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Meet the Board
Dejantu
Dejantu has been in the kink scene since the early 90’s, and has 
always enjoyed power exchange dynamics. Over 10 years ago, he 
became active in the local New Hampshire kink scene. He found a 
love of rope bondage, Kinbaku, and went to nearly every event around 
to learn as much as he could about the art form. He has helped run 
rope lounges at kink conventions, mentored at local area rope groups, 
and started the Manchester Rope Group. Along with a few other 
leaders in the New Hampshire area, he started the MARK group which 
ran nearly 50 events a year, including multiple munches and many 
diverse events (both kink and vanilla) with kinky people. In 2014, he 
became a board member for KinkyCon, and loves being part of a great 
event that provides quality kink education from lifestyle experts. He 
enjoys discussing, teaching, mentoring, and participating in BDSM 
and D/s activities.

Domino
Domino’s KinkyCon roots go back to the very beginning of the event, 
when he responded to a post on FetLife from a student at UNH who 
had an idea for a conference but needed some help. Eventually, 
Courtney Jane left for the West Coast, and Domino became one of the 
board of directors that would keep KinkyCon true to its original vision 
moving forward.
Domino has pursued his interests in the BDSM lifestyle for more than 
three decades, and is the creator and host of The Bullwhip Lounge, a 
day long whip extravaganza at NELA’s Fetish Fair Fleamarket. Domino 
has presented at many local and national events including KinkyCon, 
Black Rose, The Floating World, Brimstone, and Leather Reign.
Domino’s passions for community building, education, and creating 
a safe space for all to participate, continue to play a major role in the 
creation of every KinkyCon.

PinkBikerGirl
Cindy has been interested in kink for close to 15 years but didn’t 
venture into the public scene until 2012. Over the past 10 years, she 
has attended, hosted, and organized numerous events, but has taken 
a step back in recent years in order to focus on work, school, and 
personal relationships.
Cindy’s strengths lie in the details, organizing, and planning. So, 
in 2014, she added KinkyCon Board Member to her kink resume. 
Originally brought on to create the program, she has taken on 
other roles over the years, such as presenter liaison, and organizer 
extraordinaire, but currently holds the unofficial title of Marketing 
Director. While all printed materials at the Con had to pass by her 
critical eye first, the program you hold in your hands is her biggest 
source of pride!
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Thank You...
On this Veteran’s Day weekend, we would like to extend a special 
thank you to all those who have served our country. We can never give 
back what you have lost protecting us. All we can say is, thank you 
from the bottom of our hearts, for the sacrifices you have made for us!

...to all of our presenters, for your enthusiasm in sharing your 
knowledge and expertise with our community.

...to all of our vendors, for your talent and creativity, for giving us an 
opportunity to support our local kinksters, and for all of the fantastic 
donations to Vendor Bingo!

...to all of our volunteers, for all the blood, sweat, and tears you shed 
to keep everything running smoothly. We could not do this without 
you!

...to Eomer, for his help with organizing all of our vendors!

...to PrettySubFemale, for helping us put together a fantastically 
diverse group of presenters and a great class lineup!

...to Ti_fanny, for her hard work in wrangling all of our volunteers!

...to Thumpingbeetle & KUBRICKStare, for their tireless running 
around and setting up classrooms for us all weekend!

...to Operation Hammond, for being on-call all weekend, and making 
sure we are all safe!

...to Kinky_Counselor and the entire Incident Response Team, for 
looking out for our mental health all weekend!

...to AdelineKindred & Amanda, for organizing some fantastic parties, 
and working with a great team of DM’s to ensure everyone plays safe!

...to MzBugz, for planning a great Taster experience for all of our new 
community members!

...to Ozma, to helping us coordinate the Sunday night Skill and Toy 
Share!

...to Brew Haven Custom Furniture, for the use of their equipment 
throughout the weekend!

...to the Best Western Inn and Conference Center, for having us back 
for a sixth year, and giving us a place to gather, educate, and socialize 
freely!

And last, but most importantly...

THANK YOU to all of our attendees! We would not have a con 
without you. Thank you for your ongoing support as we work 
to make KinkyCon better and more diverse every year!


